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Argentine artillery blasts force
British troops to halt advance
By The Associated Press
Arg entine artillery blasted
British troops attempting their second advance on Stanley in as
many days and forced them to
retreat behind a smokescreen,
Arg entina said today. But British
military sources said some British
forces had reached the outskirts of
the besieg ed Falkland Islands
capital.
Meanwhile, Arg entina and Britain announced they had accepted
a Red Cross proposal for a neutral
zone in Stanley for the protection
of civilians and wounded as concern grew for the safety of some
600 islanders believed still in the
capital.
The creation of the zone is
another sign that the decisive battle between Britain's estimated
9,000 troops and 7,000 Argentines
is approaching. It followed by one
day reports that two Falklanders
had been killed and four others injured by British guns shelling
Stanley. One of the dead was
Susan Whitley, a 32-year-old
schoolteacher who was seven
months preg nant.
The zone is a one-block area

around Stanley's red-brick
Anglican cathedral. Its spire is a
landmark and the cathedral offers
better protection against shellfire
than the surrounding wooden
houses,sources said.
On the battlefield, Arg entina
reported repelling another British
drive on the capital Sunday, the
second in as many days.
"During the afternoon between
3:30 and 4 p.m. English troops
tried to advance over Mount Harriet. Our own artillery repelled
them, obliging them to protect
themselves with smoke screens
and withdraw," Argentina's Joint
Chiefs of Staff said in a communique issued early today.
The Joint Chiefs also said
Argentina's air force hit British
troops, vehicles and helicopters.
The British Defense Ministry
released no information on
fighting around Stanley on Sunday, but British Defense Minister
John Nott said Harrier jets from
the carrier Invincible "attacked
and disabled" an unspecified
Arg entine patrol craft.
Nott did reveal that nine British
sailors were killed when Argen-

tine artillery fire damaged the
light cruiser Glamorgan. He did
not say when this occurred, but
said the Glamorgan remained
operational.
He also increased the official
toll from last Tuesday's deadly
Arg entine air attack on a British
frig ate and two landing ships at
Fitzroy to 50 sailors and soldiers
killed and 55 wounded — Britain's
worst single-day toll in the
fighting so far.
British troops were reported
bracing for Arg entine counterattacks and air strikes after seizing three strategic hills nine
miles west of Stanley — Two
Sisters, Mount Long don and
Mount Harriet — in a pre-dawn attack Saturday. The new positions
HAGER TWINS ENLIVEN SPECIAL OLYMPIANS — Hee Haw's twin brothers,
were believed to g ive British g unJon and Jim Hager apners an almost unrestricted field pearedipturday at Kentucky Special Olympics. Along with a special singing performance,the brothers spent
of fire into the Arg entine defenses time Irking with and signing autographs for the participants.(From left) Mark Jones, son of country music
star, Grandpa Jones, Jim Hager, a special athlete, and Jon Hager entertain on
at the capital.
the concourse of Stewart
"We're almost there," a British Stadium.(See related photos on Page 11.)
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
Defense Ministry source claimed.
Conflicting battlefield reports
could not be independently confirmed because Arg entina and
Britain have not allowed foreig n
journalists into the war zone.

Palestinian troops surrounded
following Israeli tank charge
By The Associated Press
Israeli forces surrounded
Palestinian guerrillas in Beirut today after a spectacular tank
charge led by Israel's defense
minister. Israel's chief of staff, Lt.
Gen. Raphael Eytan, also rode to
the Lebanese capital and told
Israel radio the PLO's nerve
center was "isolated, encircled
and cut off."
With Israeli tanks at the
presidential palace in suburban
Baabda and the Beirut airport
surrounded by Israeli guns but not
seized, Lebanese President Elias
Sarkis formed a six-man commit-

Ledger & Times
places in three
KPA categories
,•
titt,.,t,N45,4,-- •

FORT MITCHELL — The Murray Ledger & Times was a winner
in three categories of the 1982 spring contest of the Kentucky Press
Association.
The Ledger & Times placed second in sports photos, third in
original ad idea and honorable
mention in special edition or section.
Judging was done at Columbia,
S.C., on April 29-30 by news and
advertising executives from the
South Carolina Press Association.
The award presentations were
part of the annual summer convention of the KPA.

tee to try to cope with the "grave
situation" in his war-ravaged
country.
An airport employee, trapped in
the terminal for five days, told
The Associated Press by phone he
could see no Israeli troops or
tanks inside the airport although
Israeli tanks stood close to the end
of the southern runway.
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin said his army
had no intention of taking Beirut,
but Moslems in. West Beirut,
where the Palestine Liberation
Organization has its command
center,feared a bloody assault.
A PLO-Israeli truce collapsed
Sunday just 12 hours after it took
effect. PLO chief Yasser Arafat

Singing Hager twins bring sunshine
to rainy Special Olympics games
By JENNIE GORDON
Staff Writer
Hee Haw's country music twin brothers, Jon and
Jim Hager, will be remembered by all involved
with 1982 Kentucky Special Olympics for their
generosity.in performing for the special kids and
for that special tenderness displayed by simply caring for those less fortunate than they.
The Hagers were informed of the state Special
Olympics meet by friends from the Western Kentucky area and after checking their schedule
agreed to come to Murray and assist in any way
that they could.

appealed to Israel for another
truce.
The Israeli advance into Beirut
was spearheaded by a lightning
tank charge led by Israeli Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon into Baabda
overnight to take the town without
a single shot fired.
"We have not come to fight
you," Sharon told Lebanese
military police protecting the
presidential palace. "We have
come to save the Lebanese people
from the Syrians and the PalestiBy HERBERT SPARROW
nians."
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --Eytan told Israel radio the guerrillas "have suffered very heavy Engineering executive David W.
losses and their leaders — at least Clark testified today that he did
not intentionally lie to or mislead
some of them — have fled."
a federal grand jury in July 1979.
Clark is charged with perjury in
connection with his appearance
before the grand jury, which was
Greg Bassett, 30, suspect in the large caliber pistol according to
investigating alleged corruption
Friday shooting of Mark Oliver KSP.
Egstrom, 25, is still at large acIn an unrelated incident at 5:15 in state government.
He took the stand in his own
cording to local law enforcement p.m. Sunday, a car driven by
authorities.
David L. Woods,22, Rt.4 Madison- defense as the trial resumed today
According to Kentucky State ville, ran off a sharp curve and in- in federal court at Frankfort.
Clark was charged with perjury
Police Trooper Gene Spillman, to an embankment on KY 280 six
Bassett has probably left this area miles east of Murray,according to for allegedly failing to disclose an
investment in three Oklahoma oil
by now. Bassett was reportedly KSP spokesman.
wells that he made with former
driving a silver station wagon
After being taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital for Gov. Julian Carroll, Frankfort atbearing Florida license plates.
Authorities are still unsure as to observation, Woods was taken to torney William Curlin and
Howard P. "Sonny" Hunt, former
Calloway County Jail and charged
the actual cause of the shooting.
chairman of the state Democratic
Egstrom, Rt. 5, was shot and with driving under the influence.
killed around 6:30-7 a.m. Friday
Woods' passenger, Dwight Ad- Party.
at the home of his brother Larry cox, 20, Madisonville, was also
Egstrom, on Highway 732 (Irvin lodged in county jail and charged
Cobb Road). He was shot with a with public intoxication.

Greg Bassett is still at large

Following a strenuous day of Hee Haw taping Friday, the Hagers, along with banjo player Mark
Jones, son of country music star Grandpa Jones,
and Jon Hager's wife, Kathy, drove to Murray
Saturday morning.
When they arrived in the rain at Stewart Stadium
Saturday morning, they jokingly asked "Did we
come the right way, through a place called Cadiz?
Is that the way you're supposed to get here?'
The Hagers were provided a recreation vehicle
owned by Charles Cochran in which to change
clothes and Murray City Police Chief Paul Jerry
(Continued on Page 11)

Clark takes stand in own defense;
denies misleading federal grand jury

Clark said that he did not reveal receiving state business.
the oil-well venture because he
He also denied having received
believed federal prosecutors were a letter signed by Carroll outlining
asking about business ventures he the details of the oil-well venture
had with Hunt other than oil wells. before his grand jury appearance.
Although conceding that he was The letter was dated June 4, 1979.
asked about other oil and coal venPrevious defense testimony contures with Hunt earlier in his tended that Carroll wrote the letgrand jury appearance, Clark ter sometime in 1980 and backsaid he interpreted a later ques- dated it. Clark said today that
tion to mean commercial or retail Carroll may have back-dated the
business ventures.
letter to indicate when the agreeUnder questioning today by pro- ment was reached.
secutor John Fitzgibbons, Clark
He said he did not consider that
denied -trying to keep the grand necessarily a bad business pracjury from knowing anything about tice, although Carroll could have
the oil-well venture.
mentioned when the agreement
Clark also said he had gone to was reached if he had dated the
the grand jury under the impres- letter when it actually was writsion that the panel was only look- ten.
ing into the activities of Hunt during the time he was chairman of
the Democratic Party.
Hunt resigned the position in
1978. Clark said that he entered inToday will have considerable
to the oil-well venture with Carcloudiness
with a 50 percent
roll, Hunt and Curlin in the spring
chance of thundershowers
of 1979.
developing. Highs will be in
Clark confirmed details of the
the upper 70s to lower 80s.
venture that had been presented
There will be light and variable
in earlier testimony, saying Carwinds.
roll had not put up any money.
An
exhibit
Tonight will have a 30 perof
wedding
Clark, 49, is vice president of
memorabilia is now being shown Hurst-Rosche
cent
chance of showers this
Engineers Inc.,
at the Calloway County Public which received
evening followed by clearing
several non-bid
Library and will be open to the consulting
skies. Low in the mid 50s to
contracts under the
public through the month of June. Carroll administra
around 60. Winds will be calm.
tion.
Wedding gowns and grooms'
Sunday will be mostly sunny
He said his firm received in the
apparel dating back to 1891 are neighborhood of $6
with a high around 80. There
million in
being shown. Most of the clothing business during the
willds.be light and variable
Carroll adwas worn by local people. Includ- mininstration, although
some of
ed is a handmade lawn and lace the contracts remain
in effect. But
tiered gown worn by Miss Clark testified that
he had never
Pocahontas Hart, bride of James directly talked
to Carroll about
One Section-14 Pages
H. Coleman at their wedding in
Aces
12
1903. Marjorie Major's wedding
Classifieds
12.13
dress and accessories, worn also
Comics
12
by her daughter at her wedding,
Crosswords
12
and a formal groom's attire worn
Dear Abby
4
by the father of Bill Major is
Dr. Lamb
6
shown.'
A pilot died at Mayfield Airport
Horoscope
12
Several old wedding photo- Sunday
in an airplane crash as he
Murray Today
4 5
g raphs and marriag e licenses performed a stunt in an airshow.
Obituaries
14
are also a part of the exhibit.
Edward Martens, 61, Memphis,
s
ective
3
The complete wedding party of Tenn., was killed when his plane
Sports
8,9
Prince Charles and Lady Diana did not come up from a dive and
has been assembled by Mrs. Dora crashed onto the north end of the
MISS'
Anderson of Puryear, Tenn. Doll airstrip, according to a Kentucky
YOUR
PAPER!
models depicting the different State Police spokesman.
Subscriber
s
who have not
characters are dressed in replicas
According to the Graves.County
of the wedding party. The Sheriff's Department, Federal received their home-del it,ered
costumes-were handmade by Mrs. Aviation Association investigators copy of :Thelierny Lodger &'Times
Anderson.
are going over the wreckage today by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
Pat Kiesow and Ginny Crihfield, to determine the cause of the by 330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
volunteers, and Velva Maupin and crash.
Gerry Reed, staff members, are
The crash was investigated by p.m. sod 6 p.m., MOM* thrsish Friin charge of the scheduled library KSP Trooper Gary Smith and the day, at 3:30 p.m. mml 4 p.m. Sewexhibits..
Grave County Sheriff's office.
AWL

cloudiness

Wedding exhibit
being shown
at public library

today's index

Crash fatal
to stunt pilot

MEN AT WORK — Saturday vu moving day for the Murray Ledger6 Times. All remaining office equipment and machinery in the temporary quarters were tranported to the new facility at the corner of Glendale
and Whitman. Today's edition is the first completely put together in the new bending. Also, all newspaperrelated business will now be conducted atthe new plant.(See related photos on Page 2.)
Staff photo by Duane Spuriock
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U.S. families must pay
even more taxes in '82
•••••

fr.

By OWEN ULLMANN
portion of the family's income
Associated Press Writer
g Oft to the Treasury even though
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most the family's inflation-adjusted
American families will pay more buying power remains unchang federal taxes than ever this year ed. despite the larg est income tax cut
According to the Treasury
in history, the Reagan ad- Department analysis, the 1982 inministration says.
stallment of the tax cut barely offA study by the Treasury Depart- sets the bracket creep that has afment concludes that for the flicted taxpayers since 1980.
When increased Social Security
average family, hig her Social
taxes
are counted, the average
Security taxes and the effects of
inflation will more than offset the family winds up with a hig her net
10 percent income tax cut schedul- tax bill in 1982. Many families will
pay more taxes every year
ed for July 1.
As a result, most families will throug h 1988 as well.
The study was limited to
pay a hig her percentage of their
wages in federal income and families of four with one wag eSocial Security taxes this year earner making a gross income
than they did before the three- between $15,000 and $40,000 in
1982. A majority of families fall
year tax cut act of 1981 took effect.
within that income range.
The study blames most of the
Sing le people, two-earner
rise in tax bills to "bracket families and the lowest-income
creep." The term refers to an in- families were not included in the
flationary bias in the tax laws study, but Treasury officials said
under which a family's tax bill these groups also would wind up
rises faster than its annual inwith a net tax increase on
come. The result is that a larger average.

Doctor claims Hinckley
shot for family conflicts
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
prison psychiatrist says John W.
Hinckley Jr. planned the shooting
of President Reagan, partly to
"get back"at his family.
Defense attorneys today will
cross-examine Dr. Sally Johnson,
who has testified that Hinckley
was neither insane nor in a fantasy world when he shot Reagan
and three other men March 30,
1981.
•'John was never so disturbed or
distraught that he was unaware of
what he was doing or why he was
doing it," she said Saturday at
Hinckley's trial.
"He had a great deal If control"
over his behavior and suffered only from relatively minor personality disorders,she testified.
Mrs. Johnson is a staff
psychiatrist at the federal correctional institution at Butner, N.C.,
where Hinckley was given four
months of psychiatric evaluation
after the shooting. In some of her
earliest interviews with him, the
psychiatrist said, the defendant

talked about his reasons for the
assassination attempt.
She agreed with previous
witnesses that he wanted to impress actress Jodie Foster.
But she said Hinckley told her,
also had a desire to make a
mark in the world, one way or
another."
Mrs. Johnson said, "Subconsciously, John wanted to prove
to himself he could do something
of this magnitude and, in a way,
get back at all those people who
let him down and did not meet his
needs in the past, including family members and Dr. Hopper."
Dr. John Hopper is an
Everg reen, Colo., psychiatrist
..who Hinckley saw at the request
of his parents. Defense
psychiatrists testified that Hopper
never realized Hinckley suffered
from severe mental illness and
was living in a world of fantasy.
Hinckley is charged in a 13count indictment with attempting
to assassinate the president and
assault-with attempt te kill all four
of his victims. He could face life
imprisonment.

NEW OFFICE OPENS — The new building of the Murray Ledger
& Times opened today after the staff moved the equipment Saturday.
During the move(from top left), Jo Burkeen put a dust rag to a video
display terminal, J.B. Burkeen, R.J. McDougal and Jim Rector

Reagan rests from tour before two trips
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
two days of rest following his
European journey, President
Reag an is returning to the White
House only briefly and then hitting the road on back-to-back
trips to Houston and New York
this week.
Reagan was flying home this
afternoon after relaxing at the
presidential retreat at Camp
David in Maryland's Catoctin
Mountains, which was soaked by
rain eye:1111C weekend.
There were no appointments today enittssetiedule.
On Tuesday, he flies to Houston
for a fund-raising dinner for

,
•3

YES. I want to fill in the gaps in my Medicare coverage. Send me details about the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Medicare Supplement Plan.
Name

Texas Gov. William Clements.
Some White House staffers said
privately they had hoped the
Texas trip could be scratched
because of the grueling 10-day
European journey that Reagan
completed late Friday. However,
the Houston overnight journey is
planned with a return to
Washing ton Wednesday.
With his bags barely unpacked,
Reagan heads out again Thursday, flying to New York to address the United Nations second
special session on disarmament,
which beg an last week. This was
the conference Reagan had
halle ed 'Toviet President
Leonid Brezhnev to address, but
there was no sign the Soviet
leader intended to make an appearance.
The president is due back in
Washing ton the same day.
Reagan was at Camp David
when he learned Sunday of the
death of King Khaled of Saudi
Arabia.
The president said he was deeply grieved by the monarch's
death. He praised the king as a
man who "ruled his country with
honor, dignity and wisdom, and
whose goodness and understanding commanded the respect of
all."

Address
City

State

USS Intrepid
makes final voyage
to New York berth

Zip

Telephone Number
Mail to: Special Accounts Division
9901 Linn Station Rd., Louisville, KY 40223
—J

Fill in the gaps
in your
Medicare coverage
You probably already know that Medicare
doesn't cover all your hospital and medical bills.
And it doesn't cover anything until you pay the
deductibles.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky offers
two different Medicare Supplement programs
designed to pay the majority of the Medicare
deductibles and copayments and fills in where
Medicare benefits leave off.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental
11.0 Ma,k B. "•,/ 0,
00"

One program even offers prescription drug
benefits and up to $250,000 lifetime catastrophic coverage.
To see if you are eligible, fill in and mail the
coupon right away.
All applicants are subject to health care questions and if accepted there is a 6 month waiting
period for health conditions which exist at the
time of enrollment.

Your professionals
0 in health care financing
• 1,149 1.455 Blue Stwou:1 Assoc.at.on

wheeled in a filing cabinet and John Salerno, Jim Rector, Duane
Spurlock, Kate Reeves, Dave Reeves and Bob Taylor studied the
layout of the new facility.

"
ItA
• Dolts Dental Plans Assocmoon

NEW YORK (AP) — The USS
Intrepid, the World War II carrier
that destroyed more than 80
enemy ships and 600 aircraft, has
made its final voyage to a permanent berth here.
The Intrepid — which survived
three kamikaze attacks,served as
the major recovery ship of the
Mercury and Gemini space missions and saw three tours of duty
in Vietnam — was towed Sunday
into Pier 86 on the Hudson River at
46th Street.
It will become a sea, air and
space museum.
New York City builder Zachary
Fisher, who saved the carrier
from the scrap heap by founding
the Intrepid Museum Foundation
in 1978, called the vessel's arrival
the "culmination of a dream come
true."
Built in 1943 at a cost of $44
million in Newport News, Va., the
Intrepid carried 360 officers and
more than 3,000 men. The carrier
destroyed the world's two largest
battleships — both Japanese —
during World War II, and during
the Vietnam war was deployed in
the Gulf of Tonkin.
About 1,300 museum supporters,
navy personnel and their families
braved rain Sunday to travel
aboard the carrier on its last trip.
The ship will be opened as a
museum sometime in July, according to Linda Seale, the city's
Commissioner of Ports and Terminals.
She said the city has contributed
$2.4 million toward restoring Pier
86, which is city-owned, and the
federal government awarded a
$4.5 million Urban Development
Grant for pier improvements. The
price tag for renovating the Intrepid is about $22 million.

Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. also mourned the king,
but said the smooth transition in
which Crown Prince Fahd assumed the throne bodes well for improved U.S.-Saudi relations.
Haig said he viewed the situation "as one of steady improvement in the close relations" between the United States and Saudi
Arabia.
Reagan also issued a statement
marking the six-month anniversary of the military crackdown in
Mend.
He *aid the spirit of Polish people "remains unbroken" and that
U.S. sanctions are having a growing impact on the country's
beleag uered economy.

The president vowed that the
broad range of economic sanctions imposed against the
military government last
December will remain in place until martial law is ended, political
prisoners are freed and a dialog ue
is opened with the Catholic Church
and the Solidarity labor movement.
Reagan said the sanctions have
had "a strong impact on the
Polish economy, a fact which is
acknowledged by Polish ofAcials."
"With each passing day," he
said, "the impact of these sanctions grows, particularly in light
of the linwilling ness of Warsaw's
allies to provide substantial
assistance."

Report shows families spent
$72,000 average for homes
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans typically spent $72,000
to buy new homes last year,
agreeing to overall monthly
payments of $816, according to a
report released today.
The high cost of housing "slammed the door on millions of wouldbe home buyers and cast a pall
over the American dream of home
ownership," said the report by the
U.S. League of Savings Associations.
The study found that the median
home price rose from $58,000 in
1979 to $72,000 in 1981. As a result,
median monthly housing expenses, including interest
payments, taxes, insurance and
utilities, g rew from $550 in 1979 to
$816 last year.
Median is the midway point in a
series of numbers; half are above
it and half below it.
First-time home buyers accounted for only 13.5 percent of the
home buyers in 1981, compared
with 17.8 percent in 1979. and 36.3
percent in 1977,the report said.

In addition to having owned a
house previously, the typical
home buyer last year was older, at
34, and had a bigger annual income,at $39,196, than in 1979.
Also, the buyer was more likely
than in the past to be unmarried
and to buy a condominium or an
older home using a variable rate
mortgage to close the deal, the
report said.
Officials of the league, which
represents some 4,000 S&Ls, said
the study underscores the difficulties Americans faced last
year in buying houses, and raises
the spectre that tight housing
market will continue.
"Housing market conditions in
1982 show little prospect for improvement, and the future trends
... promise a decade of difficulty
for home buyers," the report said.
Roy Green, chairman of the
trade g roup, called for changes in
money and budget policies to bring down interest rates and for incentives to boost personal savings
and increase the amount of money
available for home loans.

Budget bombs to ignite when
Congress starts compromuse
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress will enter another minefield
of problems this week as
lawmakers beg in to fashion a
compromise between separate
1983 budget plans adopted by the
House and Senate.
House-Senate neg otiators are
expected to beg in meeting Tuesday afternoon to hammer out the
differences and settle on targets
and g oals for congressional committees as they draft legislation
for spending and taxes. The full
House and Senate each must
ratify the compromise.
The House measure calls for a
federal deficit of $99.3 billion in
1983 while the Senate ineasure
calls for a shortfall of -$115.9
billion.
However,even as the House was
endorsing the budget drafted by
Republican leaders last week,
questions arose about the. GOP
deficit fig ure — a key point in
cementing Republican votes and
attracting enough conservative

Democrats to gain passage of the
package.
Republicans in the Senate likely
can use their majority strength to
pass the compromise that their
negotiators bring back to that
chamber.
But the rebellious House passed
the GOP budget plan — after rejecting nine previous proposals —
on a test vote of 220-207 and then a
final vote of 219-206. A compromise plan that sig nificantly
differs from the original Housepassed outline could make that 13vote difference evaporate quickly
and plunge the House back into a
budget stalemate.
Outnumbered House
Republicans have acknowledged
that their hard-fought victory last
week in the red-ink conscious
House was partly attributable to
keeping the deficit in the plan
below $100 billion.
The deficit, though, is not the
only problem facing the budget
negotiators.
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rowland evens and robert novel:

inside report

U.S. relations
with Taiwan
rouses dragon

s••••• ,

•1•••

The ag itated drag on of Peking ernitted more
smoke than flame at the Reag an administration's
decision to sell $60 million in military spare parts to
Taiwan. Nevertheless, the "strong protest"
underscored Peking 's annoyance at America's
relationship with the island nation.
The marriag e of convenience between the United
States and the People's Republic of China is still a
fragile attachment, though one of deep potential
importance to both parties. The problem,of coarse,
is what does the United States do with the "other
woman" — Taiwan?
Go she must; that seems apparent. But how does
President Reag an, who early in his administration
was too voluble about his affection, break the news
without enrag ing her political friends. The Taiwan
serverance must be very adroit.
One way out of this tang le could involve
assurances by the United States that it would phase
out military sales to Taiwan over,say,five years. A
phase-out ag reement would allow both g overnments to save face. Deng Xiaoping could point out
to his domestic critics that he had, in effect, successfully asserted claims of sovereig nty over
Taiwan, and Mr. Reag an could contend that a
phase-out provided Taiwan with sufficient streng th
for its defense.
It's a touchy business, an example of the creative
ambig uity that can buy time in international affairs. The Peking -Washing ton marriag e was not
made in heaven and the United States obviously
should not blindly commit itself in perpetuity. But,
for now, there are advantages in avoiding the
divorce court.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)

Soviets may triumph from U.S. concerns
GUATEMALA CITY — Gen.
Efrain Rios Montt, president of the
two-month-old military junta ruling
Guatemala, says the Soviet Union
may be able to triumph here if U.S.
congressional preoccupation with
human rights violations by the
Guatemalan army prevents resumption of aid for fighting leftist guerrillas.
"That's a matter for the U.S. to
decide," he told us in an exclusive interview in the presidential residence.
"The U.S. knows we need a lot of
help. But if they don't give it, the
Russians might be able to come in
with the kind of help we don't want."
Rios Montt stuck to his refusal to
publicly request aid from
Washington,slowed to a meaningless
trickle the past three years because
of human rights vinlations by
Guatemala's previous military
government. Butlhe general, a bornagain Christian, left no doubt that he
does not consider voluntary contributions from U.S. fundamentalist
Christians a substitute for U.S.

government aid, as has been
reported.
Army atrocities against Indian
peasants have miraculously reduced
since the March 23 army coup put
Rios Montt in power, but he did not
claim to us that army atrocities have
disappeared totally. However, the
general said he believes there is "a
bias" among critics of Guatemala's
human rights record. "I believe it
results from international manipulation of events that comes from
Russia," he added, to make
Guatemala "another Cuba or
another Nicaragua."
We interviewed Rios Montt in his
office at the president's official
residence, down the stret from the
national palace-- in downtown
Guatemala City. The general, who
alternates between uniform and
civilian wear depending on the occasion, wore a business suit for a
meeting of 800 company managers he
was to address later. Although far
livelier than the usual Latin

preliminary talks have been held on
possible resumption of military aid,
starting with badly-needed
helicopters - dependent on the State
Department deciding Congress will
Most recently, his meeting with go along. Rios Montt indicated to us
several foreign correspondents last that his country needs "understanweek raised eyebrows when he said ding" most from the U.S., but later
"love" was the answer to the in- hinted at a communist victory if
surgency. Rios Montt also was Washington does not help meet
quoted as telling the correspondents Guatemala's needs.
he wanted no U.S. military aid, had
He confirmed that guerrilla action
not asked for even economic aid and has intensified "very strongly" in the
that television evangelist Pat Robert- last two weeks. "We have reacted
son had offered him more than $1 very strongly also," he added. "We
billion.
have killed a lot of them, but that is
Rios Montt told us he had meant not the solution." He contended that
the $1 billion only figuratively as the the long-range enemies are "hunger,
true worth of volunteer service, but sickness and ignorance" and that the
also said "we are convinced that the army is engaged now in helping the
North American Christians will con- indians and other peasants fight
tribute money that they don't even those enemies.
Does that mean human rights
have." He added the Christians from
by the army have ended
violations
the United States volunteering to
help here will "have to go into the completely? "No," he replied quickbattle zones" — a worrisome pro- ly, but then said: "The communists
are the ones who are killing women
spect for the U.S.Embassy.
Actually, U.S.-Guatemalan and children and burning villages."

American political general, he avoided the flamboyant evangelism that
has been criticized during his first
two months in office.

looking back
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New NRC
member helps
in Clinch

•

•••

For several months, the Reag an administration
looked for a suitable candidate to fill a vacancy on
the five-member Nuclear Reg ulatory Commission.
The administration had one criterion for its
nominee: support for the controversial Clinch
River Breeder Reactor.
Supporters of the project, and Mr. Reag an is one,
believed that if g round were broken for the $3.2
billion project, g rowing opposition in the Cong ress
to it as a waste of federal dollars could be stilled.
The long er construction of the fast breeder reactor
is delayed, the White House reasoned, the g reater
is the likelihood that it never would be built.
The White House chose James K. Asselstine, a
long time Senate committee staff member, as its
nominee. Mr. Asselstine, the administration believed, would favor the project when it came up for a
vote.
The administration's plans deviated from the
script, however. Four hours after Mr. Asselstine
was sworn into his new job a special meeting of the
NRC was convened. On the agenda was a proposal
to waive the necessary licensing requirements for
Clinch River to allow construction work to beg in.
In March, before the NRC vacancy occured, that
proposal had failed 3-2. With Mr. Asselstine at the
commissioner's table, supporters of Clinch River
believed they finally had a majority. Mr. Asselstine
proved them wrong ,however. He voted ag ainst the
licensing exemption, saying that his vote to approve it would "at least (g ive) the appearance of a
hasty and ill-considered judg ment."
Mr. Asselstine has not indicated how he will vote
when Clinch River comes up ag amn before the NRC,
as it assuredly will. His vote however,
demonstrates that he insists that Clinch River be
considered on its merits. If he remains true to that
position, then he should continue to vote "no" on
Clinch River,for the project has no merits.
(Reprinted by permission of The Philadelphia
Inquirer)
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by Joe crump

lowdown

All-Volunteer Force o success
Representative Ron Paul (Texas)
"...Despite the doomsday predictions
of its opponents, the All-Volunteer
Force (AVF) is now acknowledged
as a success. Enlistment and retention rates for soldiers and officers
alike are up significantly in all
Forces; indeed, goals have been exceeded in every branch of the service
for the 2 years now.
"Moreover, the quality of the
volunteers is higher than ever — and
much higher than the quality of the
draftees was.
"In intelligence and education, our
volunteer soldiers are exceeding all
requirements even as requirements
themselves are being raised. In fact,
our recruits actually exceed the level
of education and intelligence of the
population at large. Our reserves are
also being strengthened by the
volunteer force.
"The AVF is working, and working
well.
"I'm sure this comes as a blow to
those who warned so fiercely of the
near certain doom that lay ahead
when we abandoned the military
draft in favor of a volunteer force.
Proponents of the draft spared no effort or elocution in their claims that a
strong national defense could not be
mounted voluntarily.
"Even in the wake of the AVF's
success, the shrill cries are continuing.
"But now with the days of the draft
behind we face a new threat to our
privacy and freedom. Through a provision passed last year by this Congress, the Federal Government now
has the right to compile and enter in
a central computer every detail of
our young people's lives, and to use
this information in a coordinated effort to track them down and sniff out
any possible draft registration
violators.
"According to Gen. Thomas Tur-nage, the-Direclor of &eleCtIVe-Service, work is underway to compile a
massive Federal databank to keep
- track of every one of our young men.
Even now, social security numbers
are beiniientered into the Govern-

ment's computer, with driver's
license numbers, high school graduation lists, and other personal information scheduled to follow. This is
a direct violation of the Privacy Act
and an assault on the freedom we all
cherish as Americans...
"Even if we needed to register our
young men for reasons of national
defense, it would still be wrong to
maintain computer files on them. But
with the proven success of our
volunteer military, all of this is unnecessary. There is no legitimate
reason for the Federal Government
to cross-reference and keep computerized tabs on our young men...
"The AVF is doing its job, providing well-qualified soldiers for our
Nation's defense. By ending the practiceof Government computer
surveillance, we can insure that
there will always be freedom to defend."
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Is a massive Federal databank
really needed?

GMAFFITI
1942 1‘01•12291 Synd

Inc

However, Americans can be proud
of the new members of the AllVolunteer Force. Their pictures
usually appear in the local
newspaper. Contrary to some
reports, they appear well qualified to
operate the Armed Forces'
sophisticatd equipment.
Representative Paul's evaluation
of the All-Volunteer Force should not
be buried in the Congressional
Record.

Ten years ag o
Installed as officers of Murray
Lions Club at meeting at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
were Rex A. Thompson, James Harmon, Ken Winter, John Belt, John
Thompson, Steve Sexton, Paul Mag g ard and G.B. Jones.
Opening ceremonies for Murray
Neig hborhood Girl Scout Day Camp
were June 12.
Robert H. McGaug hey has been
promoted to the rank of captain in the
100th Division of the United States
Army Reserves.
Twenty years ag o
At the end of 1961, more than 2,600
persons . in Calloway County were
receiving monthly old-ag e survivors
and disability insurance benefits, according to Charles Whitaker of
District Social Security Office.
Capt. John I. Hudson, Murray, a
Marine Air Reserve Pilot, has accepted a four-year active duty
assignment with Marine Corps at
Cherry Point, N.C.
Donald Hicks, assistant chemistry
professor at Murray State Colleg e,
was one of 10 southeastern colleg e
professors selected to participate in a
National Science Foundation
Workshop at University of Tennessee.
Thirty years ag o
Dr. Crittenden Lowry arrived in
Murray this week and will beg in his
practice in g eneral surg ery as a
member of Houston-McDevit Clinic,
Inc.,staff on June 16.
Deaths reported include Terrell F.
Stubblefield.
Births reported include a g irl to
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Furg erson
on June 11.
Elected as officers of American
Leg ion Auxiliary were Mesdames
Bertha Neil Shroat Dunn, Freed
Cotham, Wayne Flora, Claude
Anderson, Make Erwin, Peter Kuhn
and Edgar Ovebey.

heartline
Hearline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 453111. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
are in our 60's and both drawing
Social Security. We are making ends
meet, barely. We have recently been
granted guardianship of our 5 yearold grandson, as his mother was
found unfit to care for him. He had
polio when he was 2 years old, and,as
a result, has never walked. We want
so badly to get this child the medical
and expert care that we know might
result in his being able to walk someday, but we simply cannot afford it.
Is there any organization where we
can turn that would help the boy to
get the care and therapy he needs?
F.H.
ANSWER: Yes. You can turn to the
Shriners. They maintain a network of
21 Shriner* Hospitals. 18 or these
hospitals are devoted to orthopedic
treatment, 3 are for children who
have suffered burn damage, and in
additionTfihriners maintain-a-spinal
trauma treatment center.
These facilities provide excellent
medical care to children in need
regardless of .race, creed or color.
There it no charge for treatment of

any child entering the portals of a
Shrine Hospital. The only admission
requirements are that the child
(under age 18) have an orthopedic or
burn problem requiring medical
treatment, and that such treatment
would place a financial burden on
their parents or guardians.
The Shriners are so dedicated to
helping children who need this type
of medical care that they have written to Heartline, asking that we
assist them in finding children who
are in need of the wonderful care
they offer. They have already
assisted nearly a quarter of a million
children.
To quote from the letter we received: "Should you locate a child who
needs our assistance, simply call our
toll-free number 800-237-5055, Monday through Friday from 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM Eastern Standard Time. Our
operators are experts in having the
child referred to our proper Unit. In
addition to our medical facilities our
Units provide educations, recreationas, and more important, loving
care."
This author can tell you, from experience in seeing the Shriner's care
.of a cousin, that their hospitals are
beautiful, cheerful facilities, tull
dedicated professionals whose only
thoughts are in the best interests of
every child in their care. Don't
hesitate in contacting them. You will
have your grandson's gratitude for
the rest of his life for giving him the
care,and the chance that he needs.
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at the g reenhouse. For information call Kathie
Gentry,759-1991.

Tennis ploy Friday

Miirmy Ledger & Times

July wedding to be at Powers church

Methodist Men will meet

Group B,Section Two of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play Friday, June 18, at 9 a.m. at
the club. Substitutes will be Jeannie Harrison,
Carol Waller, Cathy Newton, Renee Wynn and
Sharon Wells.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Janie Ryan,
Wilda Purdom, Vicki Bakeff and Gayle Foster;
Court Two — Norma Frank, Gaye Havestock,
Janice Howe and Vicki Miller; Court Three — Jan
Searg ent, Joy Waldrop, Lashlee Foster and Patsy
Greer.; Court Four — Leisa Faug hn, Frances
Ag nes Payne and Pat Seiber.

Methodist Men of First United Methodist Church
will have a dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the social hall of
the church.
Guest speaker will be Darwin Kelsey, new director of National Boy Scout Museum. He will tell of
plans and prog ress on the museum and share his
personal philosophy about this new landmark in the
community.

Harvest workshop planned
A Harvest Fair Workshop by the women of St.
John's Episcopal Church will be Wednesday, June
16, at 7 p.m. at the home of Patty Robinson. Each
one should bring her counted cross stich projects
and other items and projects will be available.

Greenhouse open
Senior Citizens Greenhouse, located behind St.
John's Episcopal Church, West Main and Broach
Streets, will be open for reg ular hours on Tuesday,
June 15, from 9 a.m. to noon and on Wednesday,
June 16,from 1 to 3 p.m.
This will be the last days the g reenhouse will be
open until the end of summer. Anyone wishing to
buy late tomato plants can still find some nice ones

Douglas activities planned
Activities have been planned for Monday throug h
Friday at 11 a.m. for Senior Citizens at Doug las
Center. They are a film and bingo on Monday,
bing o and rook on Tuesday,finish silk roses, bing o
and rook on Wednesday, bing o and rook on Thursday and the Rev. Rick Kirchoff to speak on Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. J.R.
Strubinger of Metropolis,
Ill., announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Janet Roxanne, to Clifton Dale Finney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cliff Finney of Murray.
The wedding will take
place on Sunday, July 4,
at 6 p.m. at Powers
United Methodist Church,
Highway 145, Metropolis.
A reception will`follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Special letter from dead teen-ager reprinted
DEAR ABBY: With all
the kids out of school, I
wish you would rerun the
letter, "Please, God, I'm
Only 17." I am 19 now, but
when I was 16 I read it for
the first time, and it
made such a tremendous
impression on me I have
not exceeded the speed
limit since, and I know I
never will.
HAROLD IN NORFOLK, VA.
DEAR HAROLD: With
pleasure:
PLEASE,GOD,
I'M ONLY 17
The day I died was an
ordinary school day. How
I wish I had taken the
bus! But I was too cool for
the bus. I remember how
I wheedled the car out of
Mom. "Special favor," I
pleaded. "All the kids
drive." When the 2:60 bell
rang, I threw all my
books in the locker. I was
free until 8:40 tomorrow
morning! I ran to the
parking lot, excited at the
thought of driving a car
and being my own boss.
Free!
It doesn't matter how
the accident happened. I
was goofing off — going
too fast. Taking crazy
chances. But I was enjoy-

ing my freedom and having fun. The last thing I
remember was passing
an old lady who seemed
to be going awfully slow.I
heard a deafening crash
and felt a terrific jolt.
Glass and steel flew
everywhere. My whole
body seemed to be turning inside out. I heard
myself scream.
Suddenly I awakened;
it was very quiet. A police
officer was standing over
me. Then I saw a doctor.
My body was mangled. I
was saturated with blood.
Pieces of jagged glass
were sticking out all over.
Strange that I couldn't
feel anything.
Hey, don't pull that
sheet over my head. I
can't be dead. I'm only
17. I've got a date tonight.
I am supposed to grow up
and have a wonderful life.
I haven't lived yet. I can't
be dead.
Later I was placed in a
drawer. My folks had to
identify me. Why did they
have to see me like this?
Why did I have to look at
Mom's eyes when she faced the most terrible
ordeal. of her life? Dad
suddenly looked like an
old man. He told the man

in charge,"Yes, he is my
son."
The funeral was a
weird experience. I saw
all my relatives and
friends walk toward the
casket. They passed by
one by one, and looked at
me with the saddest eyes
I've ever seen. Some of
my buddies were crying.
A few of the girls touched
my hand and sobbed as
they walked away.
Please...somebody...w
ake me up! Get me out of
here! I can't bear to see
my mom and dad so
broken up. My grandparents are so racked
with grief they can hardly
walk. My brother and
sisters are like zombies.
They move like robots. In
a daze, everybody! No
one can believe this. And
I can't believe it, either.
Please don't bury me!
I'm not dead! I have a lot
of living to do! I want to
laugh and run again. I
want to sing and ance.
Please don't put me in the
ground. I promise if you
give me just one more
chance, God, I'll be the
most careful driver in the
whole world. All I want is
one more chance.
Please, God, I'm only

GREASE IS STILL THE WORD!
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESUCS eft,
ROBERT STIGWOOD,ALLAN CARR PRODUCTION
Starnng MAXWELL CAULFIELD.MICHELLE PFEIFFER
Choreography by PATRICIA BIRCH.Executive Producer BILL CAKES
tten by KEN FINKLEMAN•Produced by ROBERT STIGWOOD and ALLAN CARR
Directed by. PATRIOA BIRCH•PANAVISION•• A PARAMOUNT PICTURE •••'•••"
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comtral center 753.3314

7:00,9:15 + 2:00 Sat., Sun.
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Do you have questions
about sex, love, drugs
and the pain of growing
up? Get Abby's new
booklet: "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to
Know." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed envelope
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

McDougal
appointed
Johnny McDougal,
director of student financial aid at Murray State
University, is serving as
the institution's representative on a Task Force for
Minority Student Recruitment, Retention, and
Mobility.
Organized by the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, the 10member task force was
established in response to
the state's commitment
in the Higher Education
Desegregation Plan.
Its responsibility is to
identify issues, discuss
problems and recommend solutions for improving minority student
recruitment, retention,
and mobility in the public
sector of Kentucky higher
education.
Mr. McDougal, who
joined the staff at Murray
State in 1965, has headed
the Office of Student
Financial Aid since 1966.

Community happenings are listed
Tuesday,June 15
Monday,June 14
Baptist Young Women formation call 489-2174 or
of Westside Church will 753-6445.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at home
Retirees of Local 1068
of Joanne Windsor.
UAW-AFL-CIO will have
Russell's Chapel a covered dish supper at
United Methodist Church 5:30 p.m. at First ChrisWomen will meet at 1:30 tian Church.
p.m. at home of Helen
Murray TOPS (take off
Hodges.
pounds sensibly) Club
Recovery, Inc., will will meet at 7 p.m. at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Health Center.
Health Center, North
Senior'Adults of First
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Baptist Church will have
a picnic at noon at home
Tuesday,June 15
of Mr. and Mrs. Jodie
Group D of Ladies Ten- Cochran.
nis will play at 7 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of Rainbow for
Alcoholics Anonymous Girls will be inspected at
will meet at 8 p.m. in 7 p.m.at lodge hall.
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Senior Citizens centers
Center.
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Humane Society of Hazel and Doug las from
Calloway County will 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
meet at 7 p.m. at from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
Calloway Public Library.
Greenhouse for Senior
Murray Optimist Club Citizens will be open from
will meet at 6 p.m. at 9 a.m.to noon.
Joe's Family Restaurant.
First United Methodist
Bethel Baptist Bible Church Women will have
Study will be at 6 p.m. at a bazaar workshop at
home of David and church at 9:30 a.m.
Aleshia Cunning ham,UtWednesday,June 16
terback Road.
Wadesboro
Christian Women's Homemakers Club will
Club of Murray, Ken- meet at 1 p.m. at home of
tucky, will have a sum- Pawnee Bedwell.
mer brunch from 10 a.m.
--to noon at Calloway
Hazel and Doug las
Public Library. For in- Centers will be open from

404)000WO

Let Us
Entertain You
At the Movies
CHERI

NO PASSES

Janet Roxonne Strubinger
to wed Clifton Dole Finney

3
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mon.•Thu.0•11
MIA 111•41

Wednesday,June 16
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.

Wednesday,June 16
at 7 p.m. at home of Patty
Robinson.

Men of First United
Make Today Count will Methodist Church will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third meet at 6:30 p.m. at
floor classroom of social hall of church.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Ladies day luncheon
--will be served at noon at
Greenhouse for Senior Oaks Country Club with
Citizens will be open from Joyce Thomas and Linda
1 to 3 p.m.
Haak as chairmen. Golf
with Carolyn Caldwell as
Harvest Fair Workshop hostess and bridg e with
by women of St. John's June Carlson as hostess
Episcopal Church will be will be at 9:30 a.m.

Ladies day golflineup
listed for Wednesday
Ladies day g oil will be
played Wednesday, June
16, at Murray Country
Club. Anyone not listed in
the lineup who desires to
play should call Dorothy
Fike, hostess,at 753-8474.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No.1
9:30 a.m. — Judy
Muehleman, Ve Severns,
Al Ramsey and Exie Hill.
9:40 a.m. — Mary
Bazzell, Mary Belle Overby, Frances Parker and
Marjorie Kipp.
9:50 a.m. — Linda Alexander, Virg inia Schwettman,Nancy Orr and Molly Booth.
10 a.m. — Nancy
Schemp, Billie Cohoon,
Betty Powell and Lois
Keller.,
10:10 a.m. — Freda
Steely, Wilda Purdom
and Ann Haney.
Tee No.4
9:30 a.m. — Edith Garrison, Sue Brown,
Madelyn Lamb and
Cathryn Garrott.
9:40 a.m. — Jane Fitch,
Betty Scott, Louise Lamb
and Anna Mary Adama
9:50 a.m. — Martha Sue
Ryan, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Rowena

Cullom and Alice Purdom.
10 a.m. — Chris
Graham, Euldene Robinson, Faira Alexaner and
Dorothy Fike.
Tee No.7
9:30 a.m. — Frances
Hulse, Toni Hopson,
Evelyn Jones and Jerlene
Sullivan.
9:40 a.m. — Judy
Latimer, Inus Orr, Euva
Gibbs and Betty Jo Purdom.
9:50 a.m. — Rebecca
Irvan, Nancy Fandrich,
Barbara Stacey and Norma Frank.
Euldene Robinson, g oil
hostess for play on June
9, has announced the
following winners:
Championship flig ht,
Venela Sexton, low
g ross, and Evelyn Jones,
low net.
First flig ht, Inus Orr,
low g ross, and Pam
Mavity,low net.
Second flig ht, Anna
Mary Adams, low g ross,
and Sue Costello,low net.
Third flig ht, Edith
Garrison, low g ross, and
Rebecca Irvan,low net.
Fourth fig ht, Nancy
Orr, low g ross, and Ve
Severns,low net.
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Here'sthe Diamond Sale
you've been waiting for! Choosefrom over
300Blazing Gents'or Ladies'Clustersand
Save30to5C1 Buy now with easytermsor
Layawayfor Christmas.

Mon.-Fri
10-6
Sat. 10-5
Bel Air Center
Ockhi.04)t..)010

L
MON.Chili Dog, Med. Drink.• • 99.
T3/ES. Rib Plate, Medium
Drink
$2.75
ED.Steak Sandwich, Onion
_Rings, Reg. Drink
$1.99
THUR. Large Hamburger, French
Fries Reg. Drink
$1.99
FRI. Lg. Bar-B-Q.
Med. Drink
$1.99
SAT. Bar-B-Q Plate
Med. Drink
$2.75 All Day
SUN. All Day 105 Ice Cream Cones

T.I.'s Borbecue
Chostoot St. Attorroy

753404
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A VIEW of the yard of John and Susan Griffin
visited by members of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. The yard was selected as May
Residential Yard of the Month.

MEMBERS OF Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club admire the landscaping of new Commerce Centre of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. This was chosen as May
Business Yard of the Month,.

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club ended the
1981-82 club year with a
noon salad luncheon at
the club house.
Sallyanne Sawyer
presided and Nell Hendon
led the devotion.
Reports were given
from standing committees. A request was made
for volunteers to assist in
cleaning the entry to
Murray-Calloway County
Park and to plant flowers
there.
A committee was formed with Susan Griffin,
chairman, to search out
factual information, rules
or guidelines on
establishing an
agriculture scholarship
fund at Murray State
University.
The department voted
to give several donations
to various organizations.
Hostesses for the luncheon were Christine
Stubblefield, chairman,
Helen Hodges, Susan
Griffin, Ann Uddberg,
Marjorie Hays and Nell
Hendon.
After the meeting the
club members visited
several gardens and
yards in Murray.
First garden visited
was at the home of Buddy
and Deanna Parker on
Sharpe Street. The group

those who helped her attain the hig hest office the
assembly can offer. She
announced her flower as
pink rose; her colors as
pink and blue; her song
as "If"; her emblem as
the "Praying Hands";
her station as love; her
scripture,I John 4:7.
Miss Lasater presented
g ifts to her installing officers.
The mother advisor,
Pam Alexander,
presented Cindy Tucker
with a past worthy ad-

You are always hearing about
somebody's trip to France, or the
Virgin Islands, or the British
Isles. Just how often do you hear
of somebody going to Brazil very
seldom. But, that is just where
Perry Cavitt and Tip Miller have
been traveling.
They spent a couple of weeks
down there along the Amazon
River and in the Amazon jungle
doing something very unusual.
They were helping other Baptists
contractors to build a Baptist
Church in Tefe, Brazil.
Perry was telling me about his
trip the other day. He said it was
an unforgettable time for him.
Along with some other "caring
people" he assisted in the building
of a church that was suppose to
take two weeks to build. American
ing nuity stepped in and they completed the project in a week's
time.
In the Amazon jungle where
they were working the people are

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
A display of "Made in
Kentucky"
wearables
will be on exhibit at the
WHAS-TV Gallery,520 W.
Chestnut,
Louisville,
June 14-30.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Department of the
Arts, the exhibit will include handcrafted work
of over a dozen of the
states finest craftsmen —
woven items, delicate
stitchery, hand-dyed silk
scarves, quilted items
and leather accessories.
On opening day of the exhibit today, Monday,
some of the exhibitors
will be on hand to
demonstrate their crafting methods.
Many of these fine Kentucky handcrafted items
were shown during the
"Kentucky Wearables"
fashion show at the
Washington,
D.
C.
Cherry Blossom Festival,

MURRAY

The
DIET CENTER
Program
Really Works!

DAD'S DAY SPECIALS!
Sport Coats - 30% off
Suits - 30% off
Slacks - 20% off
Dress Shirts - 20% off
Sport Shirts - 20% off
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(except Polo & IZOD)

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
Downtown Murray

and a Kentucky "repeat
showing" more recently
at a large convention luncheon in the Seelbach
Hotel in Louisville.
The
"Kentucky
Wearables" exhibit is
open to the public at no
charge during WHAS office hours, 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through
Friday.

AMARILLO, Tex.(AP)
— "Dead heading" cross
country by ,truck means
riding with no load and it
is damaging to tires and
drivers, according to Bob
Green, president of
Panhandle Tire.
"When you have 18
wheels and no load, the
tires bounce up and down.
It knocks the driver for a
loop and also wears out
the tires faster," Green
said.

Have it done the professional way.
'We use the most modern tanker trucks
'We do not spray our material it is hand
squeegeed for better protection & beauty

Fast, Efficient, Professional, Reasonable
Financing available for larger jobs.
Specializing in Residential, Commercial,
schools, Churches, tennis courts, etc. Coll for
free estimate /53-8163.

JOE SMITH
CARPET CENTER
South 4th St.— Phone 753-6660
Old Ice Plant Building
Your one-stop floor covering dealer, has been serving the Murray area for over(9) nine years.
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12 FOOT— RUBBER BACK

COMMERCIAL
(In Stock)

Nuckingilam *au CO
1302 Chestnut
VISA
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Tired of the 5 gallon
bucket way of sealing!

.

641 N. Murray, Ky. I
753-0020

'AI0411.0.017"Ve'

304 N 12th Street
Murray Ky 42071

Coupon Expires Sat., June 19

The Village

eartex....a..••

Aay A Reeves
753-8163

'Dead heading'

Muriel Sizer said
retirement meant a whole
new beginning thanks to
Diet Center. "I shopped
for a diet that would fit
my budget. Diet Center
matched my pocketbook
and helped me lose
eighteen pounds
in six weeks."

-

WEST KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING CO.

-

No Shots, No Drugs, Nutritionally Sound and Doctor
Approved.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Seal It and Save It!!

In Our Quality Shop

DIET CENTER is reliable
Over 600 centers are in operation
around the U.S. and Canada.
COME IN FOR A FREE
INTRODUCTION to the DIET
CENTER Program and let it work for you!!

?•,•,!'•

••••
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CARPET

Dieters weigh in daily and
receive personalized support
from counselors. Programs
are adjusted to your needs
and lifestyle.

••••
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very ignorant and poor. An older Brazilian citizens to control 51
woman, who looked about 60- percent of all
businesses.
years-of-age, but was really just Therefore, there is little foreign
30 years old, washed all of the capital working there.
American's clothes. She told them
First Baptist Church of Murray
her wag es could be $5.00 for the
first
went to this foresaken area
week's work — they gave her
last year, and Perry accompanied
$50.00- what a happy woman.
them. This year a group of
All of the wealth of Brazil is con- builders contacted Perry and Tip
centrated in about five percent of and invited them back to build the
the population. The other 95 per- church.
cent are extremely poor.
The weather was damp, hot, and
A scene that hurt Perry was the humid the entire time they were
running loose of very small there.
children. The Brazilian men there
A wealthy Brazilian man, who
along the Amazon usually marry worked for the government, inwhen they are about 30-years-old vited Perry and Tip to his
and they choose 13-year-old $350,000.00 villa for dinner. Perry
brides. The families immediately said the contrast of the rich and
have about four small children, the poor was never so evident as
the men weary of the responsibili- the evening spent in the villa.
ty - so they run away into the
Traveling and living in a counjungle, from the women and try is a wonderful way to grow
children, and leave them to fend and learn. It also makes you apfor themselves.
preciate the saying, "There's no
The government will allow only place like home."

'Mode in Kentucky'display
opens today at city gallery

Smile,

BUCKINGHAM RAY LTD
- DIXIELAND CENTER

4..44WartiPle
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by Rainry Apperson

Merit bars were awardvisor pin and Lana
Lasater with a worthy ad- ed to Tona Camp, Lana
Lasater, Trisha Clark
visor pin.
and Cindy Tucker.
Also present were
Monte Aldridg e, Amy
Alexander, Ray AlexDETROIT (AP) — The ander, Lora Arnold,
motor capital of the world Peter Farley, Hazel
has been given a royal P,eck, Roy M. Taylor,
welcome to the world, of, Peggy Taylor and Todd
Grand Prix auto racing.
White.
. Bra nee
in
of
A social' hour followed
Monaco wrote Robert the installation. Cake and
McCabe, president of punch were served.
Detroit's Renaissance
Grand Prix, welcoming
the city "as a newcomer
to an old and honored
sport." He praised
Detroit for "staging the
first event of its kind in
the streets of a major
American city, as has
been done with increasing and renewed success
since 1929 in the Principality of Monaco."
The prince expressed
confidence that the
Detroit Grand Prix in
June "will arouse
DIET CENTER provides a safe, effective
tremendous interest
and nutritionally sound approach to
dieting.
among all Grand Prix
fans throughout the
Carefully supervised by trained
world."
counselors who have been through
the weight reduction program
themselves, the "DIET CENTER
way" is understanding the
frustrations and problems of
dieting. Counsel is provided
individually and in privacy.

Royal welcome
given to Detroit

—1111111tra Lasater

le

Paine4'3 2av

commented on the front
lawn landscaping and
especially the secluded
back yard patio and all
the colorful foliage
around the area.
Second stop on the
garden tour was at the
home of John and Susan
Griffin who live about 10
miles from Murray. He
teaches horticulture
classes for Agriculture
Department at Murray
State University.
Members commented on
the unbelievable landscaping and enjoyed learning about different
species of plants, shrubs,
flowers, trees, etc. They
had several manicured
vegetable gardens and
strawberry patches.
The Griffin's yard was
voted by Garden Department as yard of the
month for May.
The last stop was made
at the new Commerce
Centre of MurrayCalloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
The landscaping was by
Eddie Jones of Jones
Landscaping. The group
was given an inside and
informative tour by Lou
Huie, office manager at
the centre.
The front view of the
centre was voted as commercial yard of the
month for May by the
Garden Department.

Lana Lasater installed as worthy advisor
Miss Lana Lasater was
installed as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls on
Sunday, May 23, at 3 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
She was escorted to her
station by her honor
escort, Joe Lasater,
through an honor guard
composed of Ricky. Alexander, Max Weatherford,
Dee DeWitt, Pete Farley,
Roy Clark and Harold
Morton.
Other officers installed
were Marla Bailey,
chairity; Tona Camp,
hope; Paula Morton,
faith; Vickey Weatherford, drill leader; Gina
Coursey, chaplain; Cindy
Tucker, confidential
observer; Trisha Clark,
service.
Serving as installing
officers were Barbara
Windsor, worthy advisor;
Frances Churchill,
chaplain; Dolly Clark,
recorder; Sybil Lasater,
marshall; Louise Short,
pianist.
The newly installed
worthy advisor thanked

•

•

1982

Garden tour taken
by club members,.
yards are named
DEANNA PARKER,center, talks with Rosanna
Miller, left, and Jane Lane of Garden Department
of Murray Woman's Club as they view the many
flowers in the Parker yard.

• •

$299

Everyday
Low Price

Sq. Yard

•Professional Service
•Professional Installation

Introducing The Budget Shop Quality Carpeting At Fantastic
Savings. Come shop and see
Prices starting as low as $2.99
per square yd.
YOUR ONE-STOP FLOOR COVERING
DEALER IN THIS AREA
Paris, Tenn.

Murray, Ky.
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Straight line not always the cheapest

HEALTH
Fear of loss of control
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have a problem that I'm
ashamed to discuss with my
regular physician. During
the past two years I've had a
major personality change. I
can't even explain it well,
but for no reason at all I'll
start screaming agii I have
no control over it. Sometimes I feel like I'm losing
my mind. I get a real tight
feeling in my chest while it
happens and I have the
desire to kill.
Of course I've been able to
handle it up until now, but
I'm really afraid one of
these times I'll completely
fly off my rocker. Lately the
feelings have been turned
inward and I've been feeling
like killing myself. I know I
would be more likely to do
that than hurt others that I
love.
Two years ago I was so
calm.- My patience and
understanding for people
was actually beyond what
one might expect from most
people.
I don't know whether it is
related or not but I have not
menstruated in eight
months. However, I've had
no hot flashes; just the opposite, I'm cold all the time.
I'm really frightened and
need your advice.
DEAR READER — Your
story is an outstanding
example of one form of

anxiety. One reason for anxiety is the fur of loss of control over an impulse, often a
violent or destructive
impulse. Psychiatrists refer
to this as id or impulse anxiety.
I would strongly recommend that you seek help
from a psychiatrist to work
out your cause for such an
impulse and to help relieve
your anxiety. Anxiety is a
close cousin to fear. The fur
may be related to external
threats or circumstances
and the internal threats are
those such as you are experiencing. It is understandable
why you are frightened. But
you need to know that you
can probably resolve the situation with professional
help. You are not losing your
mind.
Many people do have
anxiety. It is directly related
to a large number of health
problems, including headaches, blood pressure and
nervousness. It is common in
our society.
To help you understand
the problem better I am
sending you The Health Letter number 19-8, That Anxious Feeling. Others who
want information on anxiety
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for this
issue, to me in care of this
•ws
r P.O.Box 155

ment of the spleen. It is so
common in so many
illnesses that if you said the
spleen is enlarged in 15 percent of cases
would be
about right. The fact that
you have had such a complete evaluation and all tests
were normal suggests it has
little or no significance in
your case.
That means you should
live as if you didn't know
you had a spleen. Just forget
about it. The spleen is a specialized large lymph gland,
Important in the balance of
blood cells. Since your doctor said yours functions OK,
there is no reason for medicine or surgery or a special
diet for your spleen.

said Sally McElwreath of
Trans World Airlines.
"You can have different
prices on the same
route."
You can sometimes
wind up paying more for
less. Here's an example:
Delta Airlines flies to
London via the gateway
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tion will be placed into a city of Atlanta. A round(AP) — More than 22,000 computer in the New trip, excursion-fare ticket
people in 40 Kentucky York City offices of the on a Delta flight from
counties will take part in American Cancer Socie- Tampa, Fla., to London
a national study to deter- ty, which is sponsoring with a stop in Atlanta en
route will cost you $743. If
mine how lifestyle causes the study.
cancer and other
Every two years for the
diseases.
Those Kentucky next six years, those peoresidents will be asked -to ple will be contacted by
FORT MYERS, Fla.
fill out a four-page ques- the Cancer Society to
— Two couples actionnaire that will be determine if there have (
mailed to them in been anay deaths among cused of buying two
children for $300 each
September. The informa/ the study group
from a destitute couple
say they volunteered to
take care of the babies
and only gave the money
to "help pay bills."
Gary Williams, 23, his
wife Ann, 26, and Juan
Gonzales, 31, and his wife
Aida, 43, were charged
with receiving a child for
pay after their arrest
Saturday. Also arrested
New-tovm dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
CHICAGO(AP) — FacI'll be listening for your call.
ed with a sagging
economy and incomes
that don't pace inflation,
an increasing number of
Mary
doctors are joining costHamilton
saving group practices
753-3079
Outland
Kathryn
Asst.
or moving to small towns
Hostess
753-5570
with •less competition,
says an American
Medical Association
report.
The report, to be submitted this week at the
annual meeting of the
AMA House of Deleg ates,
said the increase in doctors during the past
decade has boosted the
Furtfinr Cuts Could Moon Loss
supply of medical services faster than de-

Kentuckians to take part in study

78 Chevy Silverado Pickup

753-2617

641 S.
Murray

94-faxia-Lqqk

KAntuckv Rlndrk nrants

Anatomy
of a
Newspaper

and charged with
unlawful sale of children
were Mig uel Ocasio, 28,
and his wife, Luce
Ocasio, 21. All are from
Fort Myers.
"We volunteered to
take the children," said
Mrs. Williams. "And
when we agreed to take
the children, no money
was mentioned. The
children's mother and
father never asked us for
money. It was given to
help ... pay bills."

doctors for every 100,000
people, compared to 152
doctors per 100,000 in
1971, the report said.
During the same
decade — 1970 to 1980 —
doctors' annual incomes
increased from $41,800 to
about $80,000. But, the
report said, inflation cut
their purchasing power
to the equivalent of
$38,000 in 1970 dollars.

The report also said:
— The number of
medical school applicants has decreased 15
percent since the peak
year of 1974-75, while the
number of U.S. medical
schools has stabilized at
mand.
In 1980, there were 194 126.

activity that exists under
deregulation," said
American's Al Becker.
Fares are not necessarily
determined "by costs or
even by sound business
practices," he said.
Coast-to-coast flights
offer some of the big g est
bargains. The distance
between New York and
Los Angeles is just under
2,800 miles. The cheapest,
currently available fare
Is $139 one-way,
If you don't want to go
the whole distance,
however, you probably
will have to pay more.
The cheapest United
Airlines ticket from New
York to Des Moines,Iowa
— less than half the
distance from New York
to Los Angeles — will
cost $358 round-trip.
"There are a lot of
bargains out there," said
United's Marty Leaver,
"but there are some inconsistencies."

But detective Sg t.
Stuart Jennings said Sunday that because the
money and 'children
changed hands, it constituted a sale.
"For giving that help,
they received two
children," Jennings said.
"There are all kind of
ways to get children ...
but the way they did it
was illegal."
The baby boys, 17month-old Oscar and 9month old Mig uel, were

turned over to the state
Department of
Rehabilitative Services
and being cared for in a
foster home, said Jennings.
Mrs. Gonzalez and Mrs.
Williams were released
Sunday from the Lee
County Jail on their own
recognizance, while their
husbands were released
on $1,000 bond. The
Ocasios were still in jail
early tok.:ay.

Doctors are trying to
cut health care costs by
treating patients outside
hospitals, Boyle said,
thus reducing the
number of people who are
hospitalized.
Boyle said many doctors are joining group
practices to cut their own
costs or overcome the formidable financial burin*

of setiing up apractice.
"The average young
physician going into
practice would have difficulty in establishing a
solo practice," Boyle
said, noting that a doctor
who has just completed
his residency is likely to
be $40,000 to $80,000 in
debt.
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It's the printed pages
It's advertisers and readers
Streaming from the press
Answering a need;
Serving up the latest,
From births to neighbors' deaths. It's government's watchdog;
It's a market trend;
It's the whistling boy
It's the voice of freedom;
Hurrying through the gales
It's the people's friend.
Delivering the bundle
Of features, news and sales.
As old as history.
New as today's news,
It's the publisher
It's liberty's tradition
Who cares about his town
Giving current views.
And guards its rights to know
From being beaten down.
So when you lift your paper
Give a little thought
It's the editor
To all the things it stands for-Reporter, ad man,too,
This bargain that you bought.
Photographer and pressman-All vital to the crew.
Consider all it is
Besides what you've been told
It's the housewife's aid
Consider what it's worth-The merchant's tool of sales
This magic that you hold.
The businessman's informant
On what the day entails.
More than any one thing,
The sum of all its strife,
It's all of these and more,
-The newspaper that you read
The newspaper that you read; Is the story of your life.

— The number of physicians in group practices
more than doubled in the
past decade. There were
88,000 physicians in
group practice in 1980,
compared to 40,000 in
1969.
— For a typical doctor,
office visits by patients
dropped nearly 10 percent and hospital visits
declined 18 percent.
Dr. Joseph F. Boyle,
chairman of the AMA's
Board of Trustees,said in
an interview Sunday that
although demand for doctors' services has increased, the number of
people providing the services has grown more
quickly.
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fares. Pan American
World Airways flies from
Tampa to London via
Miami; the current
round-trip excursion fare
to London from either
Tampa or Miami is $730.
Delta did not want to
lose Tampa passengers
so it offered them a competitive fare. "There are

hundreds of discount
fares," said Delta
spokesman Bill Berry.
"They come and go."
Berry admitted,
however, that it is
sometimes "hard to explain to a customer" why
he or she is paying more
for less.
The Southeast Isn't the
only part of the country
where the fares may
seem topsy-turvy. Airline
fares never were based
directly on the distance
traveled; there was no
fixed rate per mile. Today, however, distance is
even less important than
it used to be; popularity
is the key to low price.
You can fly the 983
miles from Dallas to
Orlando, Fla., on
American Airlines at a
one-way coach fare of
$169; the 989 miles from
Dallas to Salt Lake City
will cost you $233.
"The key to all of this is
the kind of competitive

Doctors seek less competitive areas

2 tone, silver and burgandy, power steering, power brakes, air. This is a 1 owner,
local truck that we sold new. Traded in on
a new truck.

Fou

you get on in Atlanta,
your round-trip ticket will
cost 8852. The Atlanta
passenger pays $109
more to fly about SOO
fewer miles.
Competition is the
cause of the confusion.
Since 1978, the airlines
have been allowed increasing freedom in
choosing the routes they
will fly and the prices
they will charge. It's all
part of the effort to
dereg ulate the aviation
industry.
Delta spokesmen said
competition is the reason
for the surface inequity in
the Tampa and Atlanta

Couples charged for sole of children

Getting
settled
made
simple.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS,

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
doctor told me I have an
enlarged spleen. I had all the
tests including a CAT scan
and everything was normal.
The doctor said as long as I
have no pain and the spleen
functions well they will not
do anything. If I eat too
much I get a heavy feeling
in the stomach. That is my
only complaint.
Please tell me if I can eat
all foods and if there is any
medication for my spleen.
I'm 83 years old and my
blood pressure is 150 over
80.
DEAR READER — Many
people have some enlarge-

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A straight line isn't
always the cheapest
distance between two
points in today's crowded, competitive and frequently confusing skies.
A 2,800-mile flight can
cost less than one half the
distance. It may be
cheaper to go from A to B
to C than it is to go from
A to B alone.
"You really do have to
check all the airlines,"
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Retail Value $395

When you make a 95*
depodt on your proteadoztal
portrait package.
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Remember those huggable moments with
K mail's Portrait Package. And with the
valuable coupon below you can receive
a Huggable Bonus Bear:

Whirlpool
Model LB5500XL Washer
• New 24 Design 2000 Model
• 5 Automatic Cycles
PREERGMULAANRHT
EN
PRESS
KNITS GENTLE SOAK
and PRE-VVASH
• New Double-Duty Super
SURGILATOR'Agitator
delivers a shorter Faster
stroke for high-frequency
washing action
• Energy-saving Water
Temperature Contrawith 3
wash rinse combinations
• Water-saving Load-Size
Selector with 4 individual
settings
• MAGIC CLEAN' SelfCleaning Lint Filter
• Built-in Bleach Dispenser
• Automatic Cool-Down Care
helps provide proper care
for Permanent Press
garments
•2 wash and 2 spin speeds
• Sell Balancing Inner Baske
• Heavy-duty motor and pump
•re
AuatrOlM
egasliC Self-leveling
•

Clip out this coupon and present it with 950 deposit
to ow photographer and receive,ca a bonus,your
Huggable Bear•
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These Days Only
Tues. June 15th
Wed. 16, Thurs. 17,
Fri. 18th and Sat. 19th
,Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 US 641 North Murray
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USDA food cost update released
ATLANTA, Ga. — The weekly cost of food at
U.S. Department of home for April 1982.
Agriculture has released
USDA's Human Nutriits monthly update of the tion Information Service

Southern States
GET,

DOWN TO
EARTH
a CASE tiller at
a down to earth
price.

With

•Spring tilling
• Summer cultivating
A Case tiller gets
down to earth. Get a
tough Case.

ESE
McKee( Eq.
503 Walnut
7533062

See Southern
States Cooperative
For Your
Certified
Soybean Seeds
•Essez *Williams *York
•Franklin •Forest
Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
Main Store 753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Murray, K7;1

computes the cost of food
at home for four food
plans — thrifty, low-cost,
moderate-cost and
liberal.
Esther Winterfeldt, administrator of the Human
Nutrition Information
Service at Washington,
D.C., said the plans consist of foods that provide
well-balanced meals and
snacks fora week.
USDA assumes all food
is bought at the store and
prepared at home. Costs
do not include alcoholic
beverages, pet food,
soap, cigarettes, paper
goods and other nonfood
items bought at the store.
"USDA costs are only
guides to spending,"
Winterfeldt said.
"Families may spend
more or less, depending
on such factors as where
they buy their food, how
carefully they plan and

I NSECTIO DE HOPPER
MOuNTED ON FRAME
ABOVE CULTMATOR

buy, whether some food is
produced at home, what
foods the family likes and
how much food is
prepared at home.
"Most families will find
the moderate-cost or lowcost plan suitable," she
said. "The thrifty plan,
which USDA uses to set
the coupon allotment in 3RANULES CAN BE
the food stamp program, APPLIED IN ME
is for families with less WHORL FOR
money for food. Families EUROPEAN CARN BORERS
with unlimited resources
might use the liberal
plan."
Details of the four food
plans are described in
Home and Garden
Bulletin No. 94, "Family
Food Budgeting...for
Good Meals and Good
Nutrition," which may be
purchased for $2 each OR AT THE BASE
:
kVV 0
from the Superintendent OF THE YOUNG PLANT
of Documents, Govern- FOR CORN ROOT4VORMS-rrts0IN
ment Printing Office,
,..
Washington, D.C. 20402.
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Swine health to be examined
•

DES MOINES, IA —
"Swine Health" is the
focus of the 1982 NPPC
VALUABLE COUPON • CLIP and SAVE
,:.
Symposium
""%t•
):.• Production
Aug. 3-4 here. The event
will be held at the Des
Moines Hyatt House and
is sponsored by the National Pork Producers
Cars & Pickups
Council.
OIL,FILTER&LUBE
) All areas of swine
health from specific
diseases to vaccination to
the closed-herd concept
$Expires
7-1-82
will be covered by
recog nized authorities in
rem'ye'lliitiq,,VITtinti',',0:01,1Thwe'ppittiti?!:14114•11141,7:11•1.1.14,1',7,.14.145i171.11.17
the fields.
101,av0.410110.,1140;*'1.11,kyr:
0". 1'1,160-'‘'4.
Some of the sessions in(
-,-4tifteLF ,
clude: Environment &
Health, Intestinal Pro111
IIIltit
-fiTA t7ftt:
blems, Feed Additives,
Parasite ConInternal
VALUABLE COUPON -CLIP and SAVE
trol, Vaccination Decisions, Swine Dysentery,
-

-

, 011-011 FILTER &LUBRICATION

1 999SPECIAL

_ s,

al 7.4

and many more.
Advance registrations
are now being taken and
offer a substantial saving s over the on-site
fee.
registration
Reg istration before July
12 is $65, after that,
registration is $80. The
fee includes lunch on
Aug ust 3, the banquet,
probreaks,
coffee
notebook,
ceeding s,
rooms, and
meeting
speaker expenses.
A complete program,
reg istration materials,
and hotel reservations
are available from the
National Pork Producers
Council, P. 0. Box 10383,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
Phone 515/223-2600 for
more information.

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
s
, xiE

Need A
Sounding
Board
For Your
Ideas?

Check and adjust caster, comber and toe-in.
Domestic passenger cars and pickups.
Expires 7-1-82

$999 SPECIAL
V%-viirr.VAIMrromi7,',1144. 1147011.HT,w0m44.,73.FralvA,v:R}_ifkr,,,,,,,,yj,
-

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South

DEZA1111111

Well listen! We're the agriculture credit
specialists—your Production Credit Association. Our loan officers have proffessional training, the lending experience and good advice
when it comes to financing almost any sound
production purpose. And PCA offers several
special services to help you plan and manage
your agriculture operation.
At PCA we're open to new ideas. We'll back
good ones with credit dollars. So when you
have ideas or plans for your operation, come
see us-we make a good sounding board and
ore a sound source of ag credit.

Hose Drop Kit for adapting a sprayer to directed spray

Rootworm insecticide needed
If farmers don't use a
corn rootworm insecticide at planting time
this spring, their corn
crops may be in trouble,
said Dr. Wayne Smith,
Crop Production
Specialist with
Technology Resource
Systems, Chicago. He
reminds farmers that a
cultivation application
may be in order.
Smith refers to the new
practice of applying a soil
insecticide when
cultivating. With this
post-plant application,
growers can still act to
protect their corn crop.
Smith pointed out that
growers can make the
cultivation treatment for
approximately $10 Der
acre, and it is the only re-

FRANKFORT — When
the General Assembly
passed a law requiring
livestock dealers to be
licensed, it was doing a
good deed for the entire
livestock industry, ac-

koidach
BEFORE

AFTER
• kep.er.
u S Nnerv C"ce

16" Boom
Drop
Single
Swivel

Jackson Purchase
PCA
753-5602

Hwy.641 N.

$2
"

GIVE DAD AN ECHO
GAS TRIMMER AND
WATCH HIM SMILE
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF
GRASS TRIMMING AND MAKE DAD
HAPPY FOR YEARS WITH AN ECHO.

Echo weed & grass trimmers
are lightweight. Ball bearing
construction for'years of trouble
free use.
starting as low as

mod
WM MIMI
damn

•

$129.95
•rno<1•4 GT 160

Just in time for Father's Day!
''urchase an Echo trimmer and
get a FREE Landscaper Kit.
P4..? includes. 25 gat gas can
6 pack Echo mot out
pair of safety goggles

SAVE

European corn borers
can also be controlled
with the same equipment,
and both can be done during normal cultivation
with new, multi-purpose
applicators — though not
at the same time. For
corn borers, a spreading
accessory drops the insecticide into the whorl of
the 3-foot high corn. Drop
tubes put the insecticide
at the base of the plant for
rootworm control. The
equipment is available
from most farm

Altar costly trubsent faded. kas shin Pose was
believed incurabk. Al kis posit NAPS M01 MANGE
MEDICINE was used will *amok success Also
HAP O 1101 TRIVERMICIDE rocaerszed sale awl
effective by U S PM apinst hesS. round orid
Pnworms in does and cats Al brio, loal sod dive
Nom
To rawest he calico univ
sepia la Sig 47S. Sin lit It XVI

cording to Agriculture
Commissioner Alben W.
Barkley,II.
Most important, he
said, we wanted_to prevent some innocent
farmer from buying
diseased cattle because
he didn't have records to
go by. In the-past, anyone
could bring cattle to the
stockyards and claim
they come from different
farms. Then, if one group
was found to be diseased,
the others could still be
sold.
Unfortunately, this
meant that an unsuspecting farmer might take
the exposed cattle home
and infect his entire herd,
Barkley said.
"We think this law will
do a great deal toward
eliminating brucellosis,
and, in fact, the federal
government requires
such a law if we want to

High Octane®
Pig Startena®
Give your pigs the
best from the
beginning with
Purina High octane
Pig Startena.

7-1 Hog Feed
5-1 Hog Feed
Shelled Corn
Crocked Corn
Scratch Grain

$7.50 limbed

$8.00 Hundred
$6.00 Hundred
$6.75 Hundred
$7.50 Hundred

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.
Phone(502)247-7790

maintain Kentucky as a
"B" state," he said.
"Otherwise. we would
have to require much
more testing to move cattle."
Barkley said the law
will help eradicate
brucellosis because
diseased cattle can be
traced to the herd of
origin.
Barkley said that the
Department of
Agriculture is trying to
keep the impact on
dealers to a minimum.
For example, he said, we
are charging only $10 for
the license, just enough to
cover handling costs,
where other states
charge $25 or more.
Also, he said, the
department could implement the law as of July 1,
but in order to give
dealers plenty of time to
get their applications in
and their records in
order, the department is
waiting until January I,
1983.
Some 700-800 dealers,
or possibly more, are expected to be licensed. A
dealer is defined as someone who routinely
buys and resells cattle
within 30 days.

Local formers
reminded
of dates

...the ONE that lash!

Mayfield, Kentucky

machinery dealers.
Smith noted that in
side-by-side field tests,
the soil insecticide
Furadan gave effective
control of corn rootworms in both planting
time and cultivation time
applications. Control at
cultivation depends on
soil moisture to activate
the chemical, Dr. Smith
says. But, unless there is
an unusual lack of
moisture, the cultivation
time application will control rootworms.
Smith concluded the
current corn rootworm
threat: -If a grower
missed this planting time
application, his only
alternative right now is
cultivation time use of a
corn rooiworm insecticide."

Licenses good deed to industry

We're ogskulture's
leading lending bond
Let's Talk

maining option to protect
against rootworms. He
states that losses from
rootworm range from 8 to
12 bushels per acre. In
severe cases, the yield
loss can reach 20 bushels,
Smith stated.

PURIIIA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

David E. Riley, Jr., exof
director
ective
Calloway County ASCS
Office, reminds farmers
of two very important
dates to remember: July
1 is the final day for leasing Dark fire-cured and
air-cured tobacco, and
July 15 is the last day for
reporting crop acreages.
Any farmer g rowing
tobacco, corn or g rain
sorghum should make
every effort to report hrs
crops timely.
"All farms with a torn
or g rain ssorg hum base or
one which corn or grain
being
sorghum
are
grown need to report to
the ASCS Office on or
bef9re July 15," Riley
said.
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Country Quarter
offers horsemen
racing paradise
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Nestled in the back
roads, southwest of Murray, is the ideal place to
spend a lazy summer
afternoon watching
horse races.
The Country Quarter,
owned and operated by
Ed and Lou Huie,
features a wide variety of
races Sunday afternoons
on the bush track on their
farm.
"We started this last
spring because we've
always loved horses and
our son, Cory, was
becoming more interested and we thoug ht
it'd be nice to have
something like this close
by," explained Lou Huie.
Starting with a
straig htaway just shy of
a quarter-mile long, the
Huies have • expanded
their operation to a 5/8mile oval with an eig htchute starting g ate.
-We'd. like to include
timing equipment, an
electric eye and photo
finish system, but we
haven't found what we
want yet," Lou said.
Despite the lack of

modern conveniences of
larg er tracks, the participants in the weekly
races are rarely upset
with the judg es' decisions. Three judg es, different ones each week,
are assig ned to the finish
lines and the color-coded
jockeys make calling the
races easier.
What started as a parttime endeavor has turned
into a profitable labor of
love for the horseminded
Huies. Horsemen from
across the region, including Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas and Illinois have been
attending the picturesque training track.
"People like to see
what their young horses
will do on a track like this
before taking them to the
big g er tracks," Lou explained, then added, "but
we also get some experienced horses in here
too. That's when we have
some of the better
races."
Anywhere from five to
12 races are conducted
each weekend with each
horse paying an entry fee

which is divided later for
payoffs. No parimutuel
betting is permitted.
The races are split into
divisions by race leng ths
and breed of horse. According to the Huies,
they'll race nearly
everything on their
track.
'•We've run
thoroug hbreds„ quarter
horses, ponies and we've
even had some interest in
racing mules, but no
one's broug ht any in yet.
The horses don't
necessarily have to be

reg istered, but quite a
few are," Lou said.
"We've also had some fun
races like having the kids
run and we're planning a
fat man's race too."
The track, surrounded
by trees and cornfields,
has shaded homemade
bleachers for spectators
and adequate parking. A
minimal admission fee is
charged and as one
observer said, -It's a nice
place to spend a Sunday
afternoon.".
The next races are
scheduled for June 27.

_

A WORLD OF SERVICE SPECIALS!

Staff photos by Jim Rector

When getting your car ready for Summer don't settle for
anything but the best service. Our factory-authorized service can really make the difference; our factory trained
gnly_originol-twipmept-quality ports and the
teCkti(lpq.
latest electronic diagnostic equipment. Make this Summer a
savings time by using these money-saving coupons to enjoy a
wonderful world of value.

MOTORCRAFT
OIL and OIL FILTER SPECIAL

\.•
MOTORCRAFT
SPECIAL,
TUNE-UP
ENGINE
ifp

253

. 40

Includes up to 5 warts of Motorcrsh ol. Motorcraft of titsr ond onstallettort

Soncl state tune up includes installation of Motorcraft spark plugs. inspection
of choke, throttle linkage spark plug wires and distributor cap. adjustment of
carburetor and timing Eights and Ecoriohnes slight/e more

RepoiriOrder No. 14705
TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE—PARTS and LABOR

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE-PARTS and LABOR
8 Cylinder

$i`ind:e0$37.20$icihnid 0

$14.27
VALID JUNE 1982

ANY APPLICABLE TAXES EXTRA

ANY APPLICABLE TAXES EXTRA

VAUD JUNE 1982

1'1

TRANSMISSION
TUNE SPECIAL

AIR CONDITIONER CHECK
Includes Cleaning condenser fins. adjustment to drive belts tightening of fittings
and system check for leaks Refrigerant and psrts, and necessary installation
tabor extra. ti needed

Ingludes 10 qts. of fluid, band adjustment and linkage
adjustment.

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE AS DESCRIBED

$52.00

$10.00

VAUD JUNE 1982

ANY APPLICABLE TAXES EXTRA

1(111‘rg

"

ENJOY A WONDERFUL
SUMMER OF SAVINGS

i al

$,*

HORSING AROUND -Most of the hors racing°
at the Country Quarter came ready to run (upper
left photo), but a few (rig ht) had ideas of their own.
Many horsemen bring their stock to train them to
come out of the starting g ate (below) for experience at the larg er race tracks.

Alton Collins is
back after being
out for 6 weeks
with knee surgery
and invites all his
friends and
customers to
come by and see
him.

ANY APPLICABLE 1 AXES EXTRA.

VAUD JUNE 1982

Hopkinsville Federal defends
top billing, wins 17-13, Friday
PARK LEAGUE
An extra inning was all
Hopkinsville Federal
needed to defend its No.1
status against hardcharging Clinic Pharmacy in a 17-13 contest,
Friday, in the old city
park.
Chris Bailey smashed
the second fence-clearing
homer of the season by a
Park Leag ue player and
he added another homer
and a double to the
Hopkinsville Federal tally. Mike Lovett pounded a
pair of home runs and a
triple and Seth Arant and
Greg Jones also tagged
solo four-bag g ers for the
winners.

Rusty Thomas and
Alan Jourdan ripped
triples ;n the slug fest.
Clinic Pharmacy
pounded 17 extra-base
hits, including a homer
and a double by Anthony
Miller and a home run by
Mitch Downey.
Hopkinsville Federal improved to 7-1, Clinic Pharmacy fell to 3-4.
In the second Park
L. ,g ue game, Owen's
nipped Storey's 9-8.
The victors used
doubles by Curtis Bucy
(2), Mike Deaver, Toby
Latimer and Brian
Hulick to overcome the
winless Storey's crew.
However, Storey's

wasn't without impressive firepower in the
loss as Chad Windsor and
Brian Anderson blasted
homers, Mickey Futrell,
Eddie Sheridan and
Brent Bazzell each notched triples and Scott
Downey and Derrick
Plummer each rapped
doubles.
Owen's upped its mark
to 4-5, Storey's dropped to
0-10.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Jaycees trimmed
Dennison-Hunt, 6-5, in
Friday Kentucky League
action, Ennis also was
victorious, 13-9, over Artcraft on the same afternoon.

2& 3

Doe be Avhfal,
aite afig goaridli

FRONT WHEEL
BEARING SPECIAL
Includes: Brake inspection and packing front wheel
bearing.(4x4 extra)

$29.75

At Our New 35 Item Salad Bar

VAUD JUNE 1982

gs.
Kiwanis upstarts, winning on the mound a
tapping a double an
sing le. Steve Harvey a
Dewayne Gammons wePe
responsible for a double
apiece for the victors.
Mike Pratt's triple and
sing le paced the losers
with hits also coming
from Jay Watson (213),
John Mark Potts (3B),
and Brad Skinner(1B).

14

4

FRONT END AUGNMENT SPECIAL

TIRE BALANCE SPECIAL

Check and odium easter comber and toe-ort Does net nelude vehicles equipped
with IldasPitereon strut suspensions Domestic peesenesr care anly

Includes check of tires for wear; balance tires with
mechanical tire balancer.

TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE AS DESCRIBED

$16.50

$16.50
ANY APPUCAIILL TAXES EXTRA.

VAUD JUNE 1982

ANY APPUCARI TAXES EXTRA

VAUD JUNE 1982
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Jaycees and DennisonHunt each accumulated
three hits — two doubles
by David Potts (Jaycees)
and Lance Allison (D-H)
— were the only ones for
extra bases.
Potts and Craig
Schwettman shared winning pitcher honors.
An Ennix trio combined
to defeat Artcraft — Will
Gentry, Mike Kelso and
Alan Miller — while offensive support came
from Charlie Marelo (21B), Andy Marelo (1B,
2B), and Miller (3-1B,
2B).
Benji Kelly's three
sing les hig hlig hted the
Artcraft hitters.
JR BABE RUTH
Kiwanis evened its
record at 4-4 with a 12-4
upset Hawaiian Tropic,
Friday.
Mark West gave up six
runs in the first inning
and despite relief help
from Ed Hendon and
Todd Ross, the Tropics
dropped their second
igrhatnonuotninle
inyeB
jimm
game

r-35

I

Item Meal
In It's Self
Salad Bar For
Dinner or Lunch

$1.99
With nit Germ
Good Thee 1.1142

Salad Bar
With Any Dinner
FREE
Excludes 4's 1, 10's
With This Couppso
Good This 1.1142

U.S.641 South
Murray, Ky.
Across From
Big John's

H&R Block clubbed
Lions, 6-1, in the second
Friday contest at the old
city park. Greg Futrell
pitched the win.
Dennis Thurmond took
the loss, but neither team
hit better than a single.
Shawn McClure was the
only double-hitter of the
day with two sing les for
H&R Block.
Lions dropped to 4-4
with the loss while H&R
Block moved to 24.
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'Wollbangeri Brewers put hop bock into hitting deportment
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Milwaukee
Brewers have put the hop
back in their hitting.
4

"It was just like the
'Wallbang ers' from the
West Coast," said
Manag er Harvey Kuenn
Sunday after the Brewers
walloped 18 hits, five of
them home runs, to bury
the Detroit Tig ers 13-5.
Kuenn's club was
nicknamed "Harvey's
Wallbangers," after the
popular drink, following

an explosive offensive
show against the Oakland
A's on the West Coast
The Brewers fell into a
slump after returning
home last week. But
they've scored 11 runs in
the last four games while
winning three of them.
Sunday's power display
included two homers by
Gorman Thomas and one
each by Don Money,
Robin Yount and Ben
Oglivie.
"You're going to have
good days and bad days,
but I think the better days

are ahead of us," Oglivie
said.
The Brewers are actually playing their best
ball of the season under
Kuenn's management.
Since taking over from
Buck Rodgers June 2,
Kuenn had led Milwaukee
to a 7-4 record.
"You can't do anything
about falling eight games
back," Thomas said. "We
were floundering for a
while and we needed
some changes; a change
in leadership, attitude,
atmosphere, outlook and

Thomas then greeted
reliever Aurelio Lopez
with a homer to give the
Brewers a 6-0 lead.
Yount's homer in the
seventh, a three-run shot,
capped the Brewers'
acoring.
Randy Lerch, 4-5, was
the winner, pitching 62-3
inning s before g etting
relief help from Jim
Slaton, who earned his
Money followed third save.
Yount's single in the third
In other American
with his ninth homer,
chasing Detroit starter League action, it was
Pat Underwood, 3-4. Oakland 7, Toronto 5;

strategy. We've had a
complete change. Ever
since Harvey's become
our manager, we've been
a different team I know
we're on the right track."
Thomks hit his Ilth
homer of the year with
Yount on base in the first
inning and Oglivie followed with his 12th, giving
the Brewers a 3-0 lead.

California 7, Chicago 4;
Seattle 7, Kansas City 1
and Texas 10, Minnesota
4. Rain postponed two
gamzs — New York at
Baltimore and Cleveland
at Boston.
A's 7, Blue Jays5
Tony Armas' two-run
homer keyed a three-run
seventh-inning rally and
flashy Rickey Henderson
stole four bases to pace
Oakland over Toronto. He
has a league-leading 62
steals in 61 games.
Losing 4-3, the A's
broke through for their

MCC hosts junior golf program
Robert Billing ton's 37
took medalist honors in
last Thursday's play in
the junior g olf prog ram
at the Murray Country
Club.
Jeff Garrott was second in the boys' 14 years
and over division with a
44, while Jason Billing ton
and Chris Franklin tied
for third with 50s.
In the boys' 12 and 13
ag e g roup, Michael
Muehleman was first
with 51 and Chris Jackson
second with 54. In the

girls' play in the same
g roup,
age
Lisa
Whitaker was low with 56
for the nine holes played,
and Lori Payne was second with 78.
In the 10-and-11-yearold g roup, which played
nine holes, Bill Fandrich
finished first among the
boys with 52. Jon
Muehleman was second
with 53 and Michael
Brock was third with 57.
Meredith Howe's 52
was low among the g iris
in the same g rouping

Oaks Country Club
sponsors youth golf
CAMP WINNERS — In the second session of the Murray High basketball
camp,five participants recieved superlative awards.(From left) Mark Boggess received the one-on-one consolation award; Keith Lovett was the one-onone champion; Jim West was the Most Valuable Player award winner; Jon
Billington won both the defensive slide and free throw awards and Roger
Dunn won the hot-shot award.

Chicago 'snakebit'as streak
extends to 13straight losses
giving up eight hits and
four runs in only three innings.
Hooton has allowed 47
hits and 23 earned runs in
only 252-I inning s since
tossing a one-hitter April
29.
Cincinnati got two runs
in the first when Eddie
Milner doubled, and later
scored on Ron Oester's
infield groundout. Larry
Bittner also had -a runscoring single to drive in
Dave Concepcion, who
had doubled.
The Reds added two
more runs in the third
when Cesar Cedeno was
hit by a pitch, Paul
Householder singled and
both scored on Alex
Trevino's single.
Los Angeles got one run
in the fourth when Ken
Landreaux scored from
third on a wild throw
from Householder in
right on Steve Garvey's
single. The Dodgers added another in the seventh
scored on
In other National when Steve Sax
infield
Guerrero's
Pedro
League action, Cincinnati
beat Los Angeles 4-2 and grounder
San Diego defeated
Padres 5, Astros 4
Houston 5-4. San FranSan Diego's Alan Wigcisco and Atlanta split a gins singled in the tying
doubleheader, the Giants run in the seventh inning,
taking the first game 2-1 stole second and scored
and the Braves the se- on two Houston throwing
cond 5-1.
errors
St.Louis at New York
Tim Flannery opened
and Pittsburgh at the seventh with a single
Philadelphia were rained and was sacrificed to seout. The Pittsburgh- cond by J ohn Montefusco.
Philadelphia game has Wiggins then lined a
been rescheduled as part single to left to drive in
of a twi-night Flannery.
doubleheader Aug. 9,
The victory gave the
while no makeup date has Padres a sweep of their
been announced for four-game series
St.Louis-New York.
Montefusco, 5-4, went
Reliever Woodie 72-3 innings to pick up the
Fryman, who retired the victory, with Gary Lucas
Cubs in order in the 10th, finishing up for his eighth
earned his fourth victory save.
in six decisions. Reliever
Nolan Ryan, 5-8, was
Willie Hernandez, 2-4, tagged with loss despite
took the loss.
striking out nine Padres
Leon Durham smacked in 61-3 innings of work.
his sixth home run of the
Ruppert Jones
season, a two-run shot in homered for the Padres,
the fourth to tie the g ame his ninth of the year. Ray
a 3-3.
Knight belted his fourth
homer of the season, a
Reds 4,Dodgers 2
two-run shot in the second
Bruce Berenyi ended a to give the Astros a 2-0
five-game losing steak lead.
with relief help Tom
Giants 2-1,Braves 1-5
Hume.
Berenyi, 5-6, gave up
The Braves saw two
six hits in seven innings winning streaks come to
before giving -way to an end, but were able to
Hume in the eighth, who make amends against
went on to record is 12th San Francisco.
The Giants, led by Jack
save of the season.
While Berenyi was Clark's Iltb homer of the
solving his problems, Los season to lead off the
Angeles starter Burt sixth, won the firtt game
Hooton continued his of a doubleheader to snap
slump Hooton, 1-4, lost Atlanta's five-game winhis third straight game, ning streak. It also mark-

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
Another day, another
game ... and another loss
for the Chicago Cubs.
And Cubs Manager Lee
Elia has only one explanation for the streak
that has reached 13
g ames and tied a club
mark set in 1944.
"We're snakebit," he
said Sunday after the
Cubs dropped a 5-3 decision to the Montreal Expos in 10 innings.
Montreal's Tim
Wallach provided the telling blow, cracking a tworun homer with two outs
in the 10th after the Cubs
had rallied from a 3-0
deficit.
"We hit the heck out of
the ball today," Elia said,
"but it always seemed to
be right at someone. I'm
proud of the way they
played today.
"They worked their
tails off. You can't do
much more than that."

ed Atlanta's first defeat
on the road against a
West Division opponent
this season following 13
straight victories.
In the second game
Dale Murphy hit a tworun homer to help the
Braves gain a split.
Murphy's homer,
which gave him a majorleague leading 19, came
in the first inning, g iving the Braves all the
runs they needed off losing pitcher Atlee Hammaker,3-4.
Atlanta's Rick Camp,43, reg istered his first victory in four years as a
starter, working 52-3 inning s and allowing one
run. Gene Garber finished up, retiring nine
straig ht batters before
giving up a sing le to
gain his 11th save of the
year.
Rennie Martin, 2-3, was
the winner in the opener,
working 81-3 inning s.
Greg Minton came on in
relief to reg ister his 10th
save.

Oaks Country Club
sponsored the season's
first junior golf day last
week with the following
results:
Chad Caldwell fired a
42 on five holes to win the
boys 6-7 age group with
Clint Hutson's 28 winning
the 8-10 year olds and
Christian Crouse's 30 earning runnerup honors.
Mike Lovett also carded a
38 in the same five-hole
ag e division.
For nine boles, Lance
Balmer finished first with
a 60, Justin Crouse was

second with a 62 and Brad
King shot 64. All were in
the 11-12 bracket.
Cheryl Herndon led the
girls' 8-10 division with
her five-hole, 54. Shelly
Caldwell and Shelby
Morg an shot identical 56s
on nine holes, but
Caldwell won on the first
hole of a sudden death
playoff in the 11-12 year
old division.
Each Thursday: at 9
a.m. Oaks Country Club
will be hosting the junior
g olfers throug hout the
summer.

Racer ticket deadline Tuesday
Tuesday marks the
deadline for past Murray
State season ticket
holders in football and
basketball to renew their
previous seat location or
request improved
seating.
June 1 5 th also
represents the deadline
for past Racer Club
members to return their
applications to retain
membership and reclaim
athletic priorities.
The deadline is the first
of four dates established
under a new economically convenient plan for
past Racer Club
members and season
ticket holders to renew
their support of Murray
State athletics.
In addition to retaining
season tickets and Racer

Club membership, onehalf of the Racer Club
membership is also due
June 15th. Payment,
however, for the season
tickets is not due until
Aug ust 15 in football and
October 15 in basketball.
Murray State will offer
the g reatest abundance
of home athletic encounters in the school's
history with seven football g ames at Roy
Stewart Stadium and 15
basketball contests at
Racer Arena.
Past season ticket
holders or Racer Club
members who have not
received an application
should contact the
athletic office (762-6184)
or the athletic promotions
office (762-6800) at room
211,Stewart Stadium.

A

JUNE FOOD
SPECIALS

JUST IN TIME FOR
YOUR PICNIC
Quarter lb. Pure

14 Lii. Box $2086

Frosty Acres Baby

$ 1 759

20 Lb.

Speckled

30 Lb

99
$22

C.et

71 9

$
....12-10ox

20

$229

ee

Wrapped Five

225 To 300 Lbs.

Lb.$

1 45

Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!CON. 3rillt.

Noon 753-1401
. Fri.
NOOK;7:11111- S 1111

Only Federal Inspected Meat

41, 41i,

ea IP-, 0.0•*

Rangers 10, Twins4
Rookie Dave
Hostetler's two-run
homer ignited a sevenrun outburst for Texas in
the first inning and the
Rangers coasted over
Minnesota with their biggest run production of the
season.

SCOREBOARD
Station ,
6fullips Hendon's Service
Atii: p.m
' Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"

let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We Do General Auto Repoir•Tune ups•Rrakes•Shoclis•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8, WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Professional baseball
St. Louis at New York. ppd.. ram
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. ppd.,rain
Easteni Division
Eastern Division
Francisco 2, Atlanta 1. 1st game
San
W L Pct. GB
W L Pct. GB
Atlanta 5.San Francisco 1
.593 —
35 24
St. Louis
.649 —
37 20
Boston
Cincinna ti 1, Los Angeles 2
31 24
2
.564
Montreal
1
.631
35 20
Detroit
San Dies o 5, Houston 4
34
.536
30 X
Philadelphia
7
.526
10 27
Baltimore
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.517
21
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New
74
.517
30 U
Milwaukee
Philadelphia ( Carlton 741 at Chicago
7
.473
26 29
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.462
37 29
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.451 11
27 32
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621 —
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Atlanta
Western Division
Montreal IGUthckson 441 at St. Lotus
I%
.596
34 23
San Diego
.513 —
35 25
California
It% I Forsch7-2). In)
.475
29 32
% Los Angeles
.579
33 24
Kansas City
Atlanta ( Mahler 6-4 at Houston
.444 IVA
San Francisco 27 14
2
.552
12 X
Chicago
424 114 Niekro S-4 ), fl)
25 34
4% Cincinnati
.508
11 30
Seattle
Los Angeles Vaienzuela 5-5) at San
424 114
25 31
is 33 .459 7% Houston
Oakland
Diego(Eichelberg er 5-71, In'
Saturday's Games
.365 12
19 33
Texas
Only games scheduled
Atlanta 10,San Francisco 5
14 41
.226 22
Minnesota
Teesday's Games
Pittsburg ho,Philadelphia 2
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
05
Chicag
Montreal?.
Oakland I,Toronto 1
New York at Pittsburg h,In)
New York 6,St. Louis 2
Boston 6,Cleveland 4
San Francisco at Cincinnati,In)
San Ding 04, Houston 0
California 3, Chicag o0
Montreal at SL Louis, In)
Los Ang eles 4,Cincinnati 3
Baltimore 5, New York 3
Atlanta at Houston,In)
Sunday's Games
Detroit?, Milwaukee 3
Los Ang eles at San Dies o, n
Montreal 5, Clucag 03, 10 innings
Seattle I, Kansas City 2
Texas 4, Minnesota I
Sunday's Games
Oakland 7, Toronto 5
New York at Baltimore, ppd., rain
Cleveland at Boston, ppd., rain
California 7, Chinas o4
Milwaukee 13, Detroit 5
Seattle 7, Kansas City 1
Texas II, Minnesota 4
Monday's Games
Oakland (Keough 5-71 at Toronto
LONDON (AP) — Jim- Connors the $24,000 first
(Gott 1-11
prize in the Stella Artois
Detroit (Morris 1-5 and Udjur 0-01 at my Connors defeated
Cleveland (Barker 7-3 and Brennan 0- John McEnroe 7-5, 6-1 in Grand Prix Champion1),2,1t-n1
the grass courts
Milwaukee (Haas 1-31 at Baltimore what could be a rehearsal ships on
(McGreg or 7-41, In)
tennis of London's Queen's Club
Wimbledon
the
for
Boston (Eckersley 6-41 at New York
final in three weeks' — an event McEnroe had
(Guidry 7-11,10
Minnesota Williams 2-41 at Kansas time.
won for the last three
City (Splittorff 5-41, n
years.
earned
victory
The
Texas Tanana 2-7) at Seattle I Beattie 2-4),(n)
Thooday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland,(
Milwaukee at Baltimore,In)
Boston at New York,)n
Minnesota at Kansas City.(fl)
Toronto at California.(n 1
Chicag o at Oakland, I n
MASON, Ohio (AP) — strongly with three
Texas at Seattle, In)

1:

Pro golf

Ground Beef
Lima
Butter Beans
Green Beans
Cream Corn
lb. Bog
Potatoes
oice ues
c.,,
White

all around the plate,”
said Boone. "He kept it
down and he had great
control."
"You can't pitch any
better," agreed Angels
Manager Gene Mauch.
Mariners?, Royals 1
Dave Henderson, Al
Cowens and Jim Maier
drove in two runs each
and Floyd Bannister
recovered from a line
drive beaning to pitch
seven strong innings as
Seattle beat Kansas City.
Bannister, 6-4, was
struck in the head by
Willie Wilson's line drive
in the first inning but
recovered to throw him
out and held Kansas City
to five hits before giving
way to reliever Larry
Andersen in the eighth.
"It hit me in the side of
the neck and dropped
straight down," Bannister said. "It was just
like college. A guy hit a
line drive back at me,and
it broke my wrist, but I
picked the ball up and
threw the guy out, even
though I had broken my
arm."
After Bannister was
hit, he left the field for a
brief examination, but he
said there was no doubt in
his mind he would continue.

Tennis

1.4
-44

with Amy Wilson second
with 77.
In the 8-and-9-year-old
g rouping , the
boys
played only three holes,
while the g iris played
six. Low among the boys
was Aaron Whitaker with
23, followed by Heath
Ryan with 24 and Mitchell
Fike with 31. Karin Fandrich's 55 was low among
the g iris with Catherine
Hurt second with 65.
Among the 5 and 7„ year-olds, who played only one hole, Ted Booth's 9
was first among the
boys. Chip Green and
Michael Carr tied for second with us.
In the girls' competition in the same ag e
group, and playing three
holes, Tory Holton was
low with 40.
The young sters play
every Thursday, beg inning at 9 a.m., under the
direction of Col. Johnny
Pritchard and Al Jones.

winning runs in the
seventh following a rain
delay of one hour, 29
minutes.
Henderson singled in
the seventh, stole second
and third, and then
scored on a sacrifice fly
by Dan Meyer. Armas
then hit his seventh
homer, off reliever Roy
Lee Jackson,2-5.
Tom Underwood, 3-4,
was the winner with 32-3
innings of one-hit relief
pitching. Dave Beard pitched the final three innings to gain his fourth
save.
Angels?, White Sox 4 •
Don Baylor's two-run
double keyed a four-run
eighth inning and Geoff
Zahn hurled a six-hitter
as California beat
Chicago.
Trailing 3-2 after seven
innings, the Angels
scored four times in the
eighth to sew up the
game. Baylor's double off
reliever Salome Barojas
gave the California a 4-3
lead. Baylor scored from
second on a single by
Bobby Grich after an intentional walk to Reggie
Jackson and Jackson
then scored on Doug
DeCinces' single off
Jerry Koosman.
Zahn, 7-2, had a nohitter and a 2-0 lead
through 52-3 innings but
the White Sox tied it then
on an RBI triple by Bill
Almon and a wild throw
by catcher Bob Boone on
a pickoff play. Chicago
went ahead 3-2 in the
seventh on Tom
Paciorek's RBI single.
"Geoff moved the ball

•••

W

College
baseball
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —
The Miami Hurricanes
stopped No.2-ranked
Wichita State 9-3 to capture their first-ever
NCAA Division I baseball
championship in a fifth
straight trip to the College World Series Saturday night.
Phil Lane blasted his
third homer of the series
to power a six-run fifth inning that provided all the
runs necessary for the national title.
The victory left the
18-1 Hurricanes unbeaten
in the 36th annual tournament. Miami became only the ninth team to win a
title without a loss.

WI Actors Food
•611$
9

Market In

Murray

*111. 067 16 11.

200 N4th

Jan Stephenson turned
back Beth Daniel's
challenge, then staved off
charges by JoAnne
Carner and Janet Alex to
win the $200,000 Ladies
Professional Golf
Association Championship on the par-72, 6,298yard Grizzly Course at
the Jack Nicklaus Sports
Center near Cincinnati.

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
— Ray Floyd became
golf's sixth player to accumulate $2 million in
career earnings by firing
a three-under-par 69 and
winning the $400,000 Danny Thomas-Memphis
Classic Golf Tournament
at the Colonial Country
Club course.
The 39-year-old veteraA
of two decades
PGA Tour finished

straight birdies for a sixshot triumph over Mike
Holland with a 72-hole
total of 271.

MEMPHIS. Tenn. ( AP 1 — Final
scores and money winnings Sunday in
the moms Danny Thomas-Memphis
Classic Golf Tournament over the 7.241.
yard, par-72 Colonial Country Club
C01113e

Ray Floyd,17'2.880
Mike Holland.043.118
Curtis Strange,$27,1811
Mark McNuky.$111.110
Mart Lye,816.0111
Scott Hoch.814.40
Toni Purtier,612.980
J C Snead.$12.106
Hal Sutton 111.40
Bob Murphy,MAX
Larry Nelson.1111,9111
Payne Stewart,1110,018

674114742-271
724741.70-217
72-714742-27$
744747-71-279
17-71-71-71—MA
73-71411411-1111
724741.74-112
remssm — MS
7247-M74—X3
70-744*-711-113
724942-75— 183
75-7347411—X3

MARLBORO, Mass.
(AP) — Arnold Palmer
survived the challenge of
three fellow seniors with
steady, sub-par golf to
win the Marlboro Classic,
his first tournament victory in a year, and a
$25,000 first prize.

Service Station
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Detectives, medical specialists reopen infants'murder case
TORONTO (AP) — A
team of a dozen handpicked detectives backed
by medical specialists
has reopened the investigation of a horrible
whodunit, the murder of
at least four and perhaps
dozens of infants in the
cardiac ward of the eminent Hospital for Sick
Children.
Police thought they
had the case solved more
than a year ago when
they arrested a nurse,
Susan Nelles, and accused her of killing four
children with large doses
of dig oxin, a heart drug
which is difficult to detect
in the body.
After a long
preliminary hearing, a
judge ruled last month
that there was strong
evidence of homicide —
but no case against the
25-year-old Miss Nelles.
He dismissed the charges
against her.
During the hearing,
testimony emerged of
other "carbon-copy"
deaths resembling those
in which Miss Nelles was
charged. The public did
not become aware of the
developments until weeks
later, when the hearing
ended.
As is frequently done in
Canadian courts, the
judge allowed reporters
to attend the hearing, but

bannneii publication of
the evidence until the
case against Miss Nelles
was closed. When the
hearing beg an in
January, the sensational
case disappeared from
the Canadian press. It
erupted again on May 21.
On that afternoon —
just hours after the case
against Miss Nelles was
dropped — Ontario Attorney General Roy
McMurtry announced
that police would examine all deaths on the
cardiac ward between July 1980 and March 1981,
when Miss Nelles was arrested. The number was
orig inally announced as
43, but officials now say
they are looking at 44
deaths.
"You've g ot to go back
and look at every case,"
Police Chief Jack
Ackroyd said in a
telephone interview. He
said detectives are interviewing .parents of the
children who died and
reviewing records, but he
declined to describe how
the case was g oing
beyond saying that new
evidence was emerging.
Police Superintendent
Robert Hamlett said the
12 top detectives pulled
tog ether from the metro
Toronto force for the case
are working closely with
forensic and medical

specialists, including an
expert on dig oxin, Dr.
Alois Hastreiter, retired
head of pediatric cardiolog y at the University
of Illinois Hospital.
The dismissal of
charges against Miss
Nelles and the sudden
disclosure of the expanded scope of the case
brought calls from
political leaders and
some parents for a public
investigation of the
deaths. McMurtry said a
public inquiry could ruin
chances of a successful
prosecution and would
have to wait until the
criminal case is closed.
Health Minister Larry
Grossman appointed a
panel of outside experts
to review current practices at the Hospital for
Sick Children. There will
be no public hearing 4 and
the panel has been told to
steer clear of the police
investigation.
"We have not had an
unexplained death in the
Hospital for Sick Children
since March 1981," said
administrator J.E. Stibbards. "We have tried to
emphasize that point."
The Hospital for Sick
Children has been a
respected medical facility for generations and a
world-recog nized leader
in research. Its accomplishments include

Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Prestits

1982 DEMOLITION DERBY
'400 PRIZE MONEY & TROPHY
10 ENTRY FEE( Cash Only)
Limit-80 Automobiles
Location—Murray-Calloway Co. iigte Fairgrounds
Date—Tuesday, July 13, 1982
Time—Drive Registration 5:30 p.m.
Demolition Derby Starting at 7:00 p.m.

the development in 1932
of Pablum, a nutritionally balanced precooked
cereal, and more recently, breakthroughs in the
treatment of spina bifida,
a severe malformation of
the spine that can lead to
paralysis and brain
damage.
The fourth-floor cardiac lard — the scene of
the deaths — is a cheerful
enclave populated by
stuffed bears and prints
of playful seals.
The ward holds 40 patients at a time, mostly
infants, but some older
children including a few
teen-ag ers. The four
children Miss Nelles was
accused of killing ranged
from 23 days old to just
under one year.
The cardiac ward moved into its renovated
quarters in July 1980,
which is when the
number of deaths beg an
to increase. During the
period in which the 44
children died, a normal
mortality rate would
have taken the lives of
perhaps seven.
"In an institution like
this, every death is
reviewed," Stibbards
said. Autopsies were conducted on 33 of the 44
bodies, but since a blood
check for dig oxin is not
part of the routine, investig ators have had to

exhume some bodies to chance there was a
murderer in their midst.
test for the drug.
"You look at your treatAs the deaths con- ment procedures, you
tinued, Stibbards said, look at your technique,"
doctors and nurses sear- he said. "There was no
ched for an explanation, thought that it could be
considering every intentional."
possibility except the
As for Miss Nelles, she

"I can't imagine what
they are going through,"
she told the newspaper.
"It's just incredible that
in a hospital that cares
and gives therapy to
'children that there is
some crazy running
around."

Doctors boycott surgery in protest
HOLLYWOOD, Fla.
(AP) — Today's
operating room
schedules were the last
for hundreds of doctors in
two counties, who will
boycott non-emerg ency
surg ery to protest soaring malpractice insurance premiums, says
a leader of a physicians'
group.
Dr. Arnold Tanis, chief
of pediatrics at
Hollywood Memorial
Hospital, said Sunday
that two-thirds of the
2,000 members in the
Florida Physicians
United for Health Cost
Reform had agreed to
halt elective surgery on
Tuesday.
Physicians in the two
counties say they have
been victimized by agg ressive lawyers and the
tendency of patients to
file suit if anything goes
wrong with their health
care.
As a result, malprac-

It's
Coming
Again
Murray
Appliance's Famous
Summer
Warehouse
Sale June 18,
8:00 a.m.
Watch The
Paper For Details
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED

Entry Forms, Driver Release Forms and Derby Regulations at
George Hodge & Son, Inc., 205 S 5th St., Murray, KY. Phone 753-4669

MURRAY APPLIANCE
bi,A41

has been on paid leave
from the hospital. In an
interview last month with
the Toronto Globe and
Mail, she said she felt
"very badly" for the
parents of the children
who died.

7i
!

MURRAY
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS

596,

t ice rates ha v e
skyrocketed, and a
special compensation
fund has been depleted.
Tanis said hospitals in
south and west Broward
and north Dade counties
would be affected by the
boycott, to last indefinitely, although he did not
know how many. Officials
at major hospitals contacted Sunday night said
no one was available to
comment on effects of the
planned boycott.

"We will attend to the
patients who need it,"
said Tanis. "But if someone is having a
r o ut in e surg ery,
something that had been
waiting for 'one of those
days' — well, u nfortunately, it's not g oing to be one of these
days."
Last week, Gov. Bob
Graham and state Insurance Commissioner
Bill Gunter said proposed

leg islation to limit
medical costs could be
considered during a
special legislative session June 21.
July 1 is the effective
date for new insurance
rates and a state law
making physicians liable
for a 200 percent surcharge to cover shortfalls in a statewide compensation fund, which
pays for malpractice
claims above $100,000.

Money to replant stripped land
FRANKFORT, Ky. sion of Abandoned Lands. quent rounds of bidding,
A Lexing ton consulting he said.
(AP) — Bare strip-mined
The smoldering piles
has identified about
firm
vegetano
with
left
land,
tion to hold back land- 1,300 abandoned mine are common in eastern
slides or flood-feeding sites in serious need of Kentucky. "They burn
for years. In fact,some of
runoff, is the target of a work.
the bigger ones burn for
and
act
federal
"The
, state prog ram getting
regulations assign a decades," Rosenbaum
under way this year.
Federal money will pay higher priority to those said.
He said "red dog"
to replant stripped moun- affecting health and safefrom the burning
residue
Rosenbaum,
t a insides, rechannel ty," said
contribute to
can
addumps
division
whose
and
slide-choked creeks
acid runoff, and the haze
exting uish slate dumps ministers the program.
He said a prime exam- plaug es nearby
that ignite by spontaneous combustion and ple is the Cranks Creek residents.
The pile in Perry Counsmolder for years after area of Harlan County,
the mines that produced where about 1,600 acres ty, he said, "is a pure,
was disturbed by strip prime example. It's in a
them shut down.
mining and left wooded area, a massive
attainWhen Kentucky
dump'in very close proxed primacy — the sole unreclaimed.
to where people
imity
etated
unveg
The
strip
authority to enforce
mine laws in the state — hillsides unleashed land- live."
There are 15 to 20
it also gained access to slides and were blamed
$70 million to reclaim for contributing to flash houses near the dump in
mines abandoned before floods in the fall of 1977 the 4-mile hollow called
1977, when the federal that damaged houses and Kodak, and when the
strip mine law required washed boulders, trees weather is just right,
operators to do the and silt into the creekbed. about once a month, the
Replanting the barren smoke is noticeable even
reclamation work.
and clearing the 3 miles away at Vicco.
areas
The $70 million has ac"In certain weather"
cumulated from a federal creek channel to reduce
the smoke and
conditions,
are
danger
flood
the
tax of 35 cents a ton on
strip-mined coal and 5 among the projects ex- the smog sort of comes
cents a ton on deep-mined pected to be ready for down and covers the
coal collected and set bids by the end of the area," said Curtis
Combs, reached at Maryear.
aside since 1977.
to
tins Department Store at
expected
is
Work
The tax will continue
until 1992, the end of the- beg in on the initial 38 pro- Vicco. "Sometimes we
15-year reclamation pro- jects during the 1983 con- can step out the doot and
struction season, Rosen- smell it."
gram.
The piles are
Kentucky is selecting baum said, with initial
engineers to draw up spending expected to sometimes exting uished
by bulldozing them flat
plans and specifications total about $15 million.
packing clay over
atand
as
such
jobs,
Other
profor 38 reclamation
jects in the eastern and tempting to exting uish a them, or injecting a
western coalfields, said burning refuse pile at grout material. Water is
David H. Rosenbaum, Kodak in Perry County, usually ineffective,
director of the state Divi- are planned for subse- Rosembaum said.
"Generally the fire is
very deep and it just
doesn't g et to it." ,
The U.S. Bureau of
Mines and the Department of the Interior
estimated in 1979 that
112,000 acres in Kentucky
had been mined and
abandoned, at least 52,000
acres involving stripmining, and that it would
take $1.8 billion to
reclaim former strip
mines and exting uish
coal waste.
Totinto
The consulting firm of
Skelly and Loy, inventorying abandoned lands
for the state, calls that
estimate of abandoned
lands low.
"There's lots of it out
there, suffice it to say,"
Rosenbaum said.
The $70 million collected since 1977, and the
projected total of $350
million the state will
receive over the 15-year
life of the program, may
just be enough to deal
with some of the worst
cases.
"We will be looking at
the impacts on health and
safety," Rosenbaum
said. "If there are folks
out there who are being
impacted, we want to
hear from them."

SAVE — SAVE — SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Turner 294

Milk

Pizza

•

Possibilities
realized
NEW YORK (AP) — At
the turn of the century,
the electric light's
outdoor -display
possibilities were realized. Electric bulbs were
called "Mazdas" in those
days.
After 1903, when the
name Times Square
replaced Longacre,as far
north as New York's 50th
Street, the area was
alight with an estimated
million Mazdas, acChurcording to All
chill, an authorW theater
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Special Olympics
state meet
held in Murray

JON AND JIM HAGER AT SPECIAL OLYMPICS —
(Clockwise from left) Jon Hager received an emotion packed hug from a special athlete, Jim Hager signed countless
number of autographs for his fans at the event and Jon
Hager hee haws with the WKYX-Coca Cola robot for the enjoyment of those in attendance.

Hager twins...
Those at the games felt it was a shame the Hager
brothers and Jones had to leave Murray in order to
make a scheduled appearance at the Grand Ole
Opry in Nashville Saturday night, because they
turned a rain-soaked group of special people into a
lively and laughing group of athletes ready to finish
the weekend activities with some extra energy added to their tired bodies.
In their final words, the twins said,"We think you
are all winners and wherever you are next year,
we'll be there too because we love you."

(Continued from Page 1)
Lee assigned Officer David Smith to help in security as well as crowd control.
It must be said, however, that the Hagers were
not demanding of special treatment, but were anxious to be Withthe Spccial Olympians and appeared
to be touched with the response to singing and personal appearance.
As they sang,they encouraged the participants to
sing with them and dance if they wished.

SCENES FROM 1982 KENTUCKY SPECIAL OLYMPICS — (Clockwise from upper right) Joy Waldrop and
daughter Julie were volunteer group leaders in the
parade of athletes Friday evening, Bennie Cooper, a
member of the first aid staff, kept a watchful eye on
athletes, David Kerchner,executive director of Kentucky
Special Olympics, awarded medals to top finishing
athletes during the rainy competition, determination is
displayed by Webster and Trimble County athletes as
they near the finish line and the Special Olympians from
the Cerebral Palsy School, Louisville, received a standing ovation from spectators as they entered the opening
ceremonies.

Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
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Your Individual Horoscope
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scatter your
What kind ef day will tenser- increased revenues. At the others when on a shopping tendency to
music,
Theater,
energies.
an
be
spree.
could
money
time,
row be To find set what the same
writing
design,
advertising,
stars say, read the forecast issue with friends.
YOU BORN TODAY have and public relations are some
LIBRA
gives for your birth Sign.
busimas acumen as well as a of the fiekis in which you'll
(Sep(.23 toOct. 22)
Why spoil a nice day with a creative flair. You're often find fulfillment. You also enARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) IVA loved one by arguing later? found in businesses allied to joy working for community
be found
An ability to see things in Try to be less self-centered the ails, where you can com- betterment and maymedicine,
education,
law,
aforementionin
the
of
both
bine
the
of
considerate
the large brings you success. and more
ed qualities. You're inventive government and public ser'Travel and cnenemniretions needs of others.
and like large enterprises. To vice. Birthdate of: Edvard
are favored, but don't argue in SCORPIO
insure success you must Grieg, composer; Malvin&
MeV'
21)
Nov.
to
((ct.
23
the evening.
An off-beat way to increase develop your powers of self- Hoffman, sculptress; and
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti4i,income arises. A career con- expression and avoid a Harry Nilsson,singer.
You'll reach for the top now, ference is successful, but
on
but act discreetly. Be close- behind-the-scenes machina- Residents resume w ater consumpti
mouthed about your plans. tions are likely.
and
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) Natural Resources
a/et:,1k — Residents of Danville Environmental ProtecRelations with a co-worker SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
may be iffy.
had complained of a tion gave the Danville
You're in the mood to do who
GEMINI
odor in the city's water a clean bill of
strong
the
in
way
different
something
20)
(May 21 toJune
resumed health.
supply,
water
An exciting social life is on of fun. Relations with others
Tests revealed there
the horizon. Recreational pur- are friendly, except for a use of the water for drinkno poisonous
were
state
ofing
after
Sunday
jealous
rival.
suits are emphasized, but be
ficials said tests revealed substances such as
careful if engaging in vigorous CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
exercise.
it contained no toxic petroleum products,
Your fine resolve to get substances.
CANCER
pesticides, herbicides or
(June 21 toJuly 22) GOO ahead in the world meets with Gordon Nichols, a organic compounds in
Put innovative ideas into positive feedback, but you'll spokesman for the state the water, Nichols said.
motion. A job opportunity have to be more considerate at Division of Disaster and Local residents were becomes unexpectedly. Private home.
Emerg ency Services, ing warned Friday night
chats are encouraged, but try AQUARIUS
said that after extensive not to drink the water
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18) '''""
to keep peace at home.
Much gadding about is in- testing, officials of the while the testing was
LEO
dicated, and you'll have lots of state Department For underway.
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
Make plans for a fun-filled fun with friends and loved
holiday. An unexpected invita- ones, but don't give advice
tion for a date or travel comes unless asked.
BOBBY WOLFF
now. Disputes are possible in PISCES
to
19
'
C
20)
(Feb.
)(
Mar.
the afternoon.
A surprise assignment
VIRGO
6-14-A
NORTH
"Every system should
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) WA comes your way and financial allow
•A K 62
and
loopholes
excepfavorably
are
matters
You'll strengthen your posiIP A it
lions,(on!it does not it will
•A K 7
tion on the job and can expect aspected. Don't argue with in
the end crush all that is
4Q 5 4
the best in man." — Ben- WEST
EAST
•Q 7 5 4
1.40 4ss.eq• ....... 4J109
;
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THE ACES®

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

5 Biblical sign
ACROSS
6 Note of scale
1 Crates
7 Teutonic
6 Jumps
deity
11 Place for
8 Exist
worship
9 Brazilian
12 Out-and-out
estuary
14 Conjunction
One who
10
15 Christmas
shoots from
17 Lake of puzcover •
zle fame
18 Type of soup 11 Drinks
heavily
20 Tibetan
13 Abounds
priests
16 Arabian
23 Simian
chieftain
24 Munches
19 Make
26 Rented
amends
28 Oz aunt
21 War god
29 Delays
22 Flower part
31 Mends
25 Dilate
33 Seines
27 Small valleys
35 Seasoning
30 Vapid
36 Church
32 Bits of news
dignitary
34 Play the lead
39 Ogles
36 Balance
42 Faroe
37 Remained at
whirlwind
43 Animal of
Peru
45 Dintaa duck
46 Doctrine
48 Genus of
heaths
50 Resort
51 Pack away
53 Tissue
55 Near
56 Weirder
59 Negligent
61 Recipient of a
gift
62 Animal

feJ 8 '7 4 3
opponents' •QJ983

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

MON NO0
000 DU= U00
A O 13000 000
00 0000 001DU
GNU ONOC NO0
MOO 0000 1210
000BU 0012100M
O MOM UU000
BON NOON UMUU
U1000 0000 DU
OEN MOO U0
BO 0E00 CUM
UN NOUN MUG
A E100

49 Toward
shelter
52 Emerge

ease
38 Send forth
40 Meal
41 Chairs
44 Sharp and
harsh
47 Philippine
Moslem

ViC101101US

54 Wine cup
57 College deg.
58 Note of scale
60 Exists

DOWN
1 Breakfast
food
2 Part of to be
3 Secret agent
4 Hebrew
month

'Draw the
trumps at the earliest possible moment," is the bromide
learned by the beginner.
True enough in most cases,
but one must add, "unless
you need your own trumps
for some other purpose."
South's jump to four clubs
was "Gerber" and after
locating three aces in
dummy, South continued on
to slam.
Dummy's diamond ace
won the first trick and a low
trump was led to declarer's
ace. West's discard was a
shock; what had appeared
like 12 top tricks were suddenly reduced to 11. Was
there any way to avoid the
loss of a trump and a
diamond?
The only chance was for
declarer to score all of his
small trumps via ruffs, hoping to lose East's trump
trick on the same trick that
West got his diamond
winner.
After winning his trump
ace, declarer
cashed
dummy's top hearts and
ruffed a heart. Next came
two top spades and a spade
ruff. A diamond was led to
dummy's king and a fourth
spade was ruffed bringing
declarer's total to 10 tricks
(four spades, three hearts,
two diamonds and one club).
As a finale, the two top
trumps were cashed for 12

Wit/2,s Jw2ut,b Clawx-

AAA.

evLetion,
-Aim, at
"ca",q2-•
4.4„, 24.,-rmdefikAL

L24.43.)

41.rsw-ae

AttL/t. even.

at Q 10 6
4110S
•J 10 9 2

SOUTH
•8 3
•92
•6 4 2
4•A1C8763
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
North. The bidding:
East
Pass
Pass

North
2 NT
4 NT

Opening
queen

West
Pass
All
pass

South
4#
6#

lead -

Diamond

tricks and the last trick was
surrendered graciously to
both West and East.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

6-14-B

•J 109
•J 8 7 4 3
•QJ983

North
14

South

ANSWER-One heart. Barely
enough high card points to
respond, but the distribution
holds promise of a better
place to play.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
or reply

IF I CAN GET OUT OF
71415 BEANBAG...
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I. Legal Notice

"West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation:
The RS-1 rate will be effective with all
meters read on and after June 2,1982:
Base Charges
Customer Charge: $3.50 per delivery point
per month
Energy Charge: First 500 kilowatthours
per month at 3.347 cents per killowatthour*.
Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.97
cents per kilowatthour*.
as increased or decreased in accordance
with Appendix I to the Schedule of Rates and
Charges
Adjustment
The customer's bill for each month shall
be increased or decreased in accordance
with the current Adjustment Addendum
published by TVA. The GS-1 rate will be effective with all meters read on and after
June 2, 1982:
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month
and its contract demand, if any, are each
5,000 kilowatts or less: Customer Charge:
$4.50 per delivery point per month. Demand
Charge: First 50 kilowatts of demand per
month,no demand charge. Next 50 kilowatts
of demand per month, at $2.35 per kilowatt.
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per
month,at 82.35 per kilowatt.
Energy Charge
First 500 kWh
4 143 cents per kWh*
Per month at
Next 14,500 kWh
2 643 cents per kWh*
Per month at
Next 25,000 kWh
1 687 cents per kWh*
Per month at
Next 60,000 kWh
1 237 cents per kWh*
Per month at
Next 400,000 kWh
1 137 cents per kWh*
Per month at
Additional kWh
1 097 cents per kWhe
Per month at
*as increased or decreased in accordance
with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and
Charges."
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months of Date
of Qualification.
Melvin Farris, Rt.
2, Hazel, Ky.,
Deceased, Imogene
Vick, Rt. 5, Benton,
Ky., Executrix,
Michael D. Ward,
Box 395, Benton,
Ky., Attorney.
Donald Eugene
Page, 500 N.
Seventh St., Murray, Ky., Deceased,
Donald Terry Page,
112 N. 12th St., MurAdKy.,
ray,
ministrator,
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main at Seventh,
Murray, Ky., Attorney.
Myrtle Louise
Holland, Rt. 4, Murray, Ky., Deceased,
Charles Coleman,
Rt. 2, Box 327, Murray, Ky., Administrator,
William Donald
Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, Ky.,
Attorney.
Ocie C. Diuguid,
Calloway Co., Kentucky, Deceased,
Wanda Burchett, 9
L acy Lane,
Clarksville, Tn.,
Administratrix,
Wm. Donald
Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, Ky.,
Attorney.
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1. Legal Notice

H arold John
Everett, Calloway
County, Ky.,
Deceased, Paul
G riffin, 2311
Rosewood, Oak
Park, MI 48237, Executor, George Edward Overbey, Jr.,
291 Main St., Murray, Ky., Attorney.
Marguertie K. Currie, Fern Terrace,
Murray, Ky.,
Deceased, John A.
Gregory, Jr., 204 S.
Sixth St., Murray,
Ky., Executor,
John A. Gregory,
Jr., 204 S. Sixth St.,
Murray, Ky., Attorney.
Willie Thelma Redden, Rt. 4, Murray,
Ky., Deceased,
Margaret Anita
Curtis, Rt. 4, Murray, Ky., Ad-

ministrator, J.
William Phillips,
401A Maple, Murray, Ky., Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by June
Carlson, administratrix, of the
estate of Russell J.
Carlson, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Sammy S.
Knight, ad
ministrator, of the
estate of Newell T.
(Sam) Knight,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 23,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Janice
Chenoweth, administratrix, of the
estate of Infant
Chenoweth,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 23,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Murrelle
H. Ryan, Executrix, of the
estate of Ola B.
Grahard; deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1902, the

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Sylvesta
M. Thomason, executrix, of the
estate of Lydia
Henry, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by James
Mason Ross, Executor, of the estate
of Lucille T. Ross,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 23,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Allen
Rose, committee
for Robert H. Watson, incompetent.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Serena
Stout, Executrix, of
the estate of
Sophronia Ileen
Stephens, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Thomas
Armstrong, Executor, of the
Estate of Lillie
Armstrong,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 23,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Wells
Overbey, Executor,
of the estate of Seth
Cooper, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
June 23, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Wbuy
Ledger
& Times
NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8- 1 2.
6
For your Watkins Products see Holman Jones
at 217 S. 13th or call
753-3128.

SPECIAL
314 Caret
Reg.$3000

$1497
That's It

NOW

Gold &
Silver
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic
Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. Daily
Sunday 1 p.m.
to 6 p.m.

Funds for the up keep of
the Old Salem Cemetery have been exhausted. Anyone interested in keeping it
mowed should send
contributions to Jack
Dodd Rt. 8 Murray, Ky.
or see at Fitts Block and
Ready Mix Co.

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
SOO N. 4th St.
urray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-S Mon.Sat.

• 41.

di

SPE

r
z

112 Caret
Reg.$1500

$750
That's It
Gold &
Silver
Now

Wholesale
Jewelers
Olympic
Plaza
to
9y.c. pi1my.
n
a6
su9p7nto0p5dn.ml7
O
p.m.

2. Notice
Hand oils on. In
sting are done m a
Motor studio Come
Sin and see some.
samples
:
CARTER STUDIO

100 mi,,, 713 8
wo•

The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
C are with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children
7511356.

r
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111-10-10
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48. Auto Services

53. Servkes Offered

2. Notice

19. Farm Equipment

21. Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apts. For Rent

43. Real Estate

46. Homesfor Sale

Glass Work M
G
Complete Glass Co. has
a complete line of Glass
and plexiglass. We install auto glass. We do
store fronts and plate
glass replacement. Cut
glass table tops and
mirrors. Repair storm
doors and windows.
Also patio door repair
and replacement work.
& G Glass 816
Coldwater Rd. Phone
753-0180 or 753-2798.
Need a ride to Paducah
every weekday from
July 8th - July 30th. Will
share expenses.
753-1245.

Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service G
& Y Farm Center.
759-4440.

Two bedroom for rent.
Brandi's Trailer Park.
Call 753-8411.
Two or) bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
$85.-$150. per month.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

One bedroom or 3
bedroom apartment.
Call 8-5 753-3131.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
campus. Water fur
fished. Call 7531203.
One block MSU 3 bedroom, 2 baths, large
living room, fireplace.
759 1074, 759-9577, 7532649.

Country Quiet-City
Close-Enjoy private
country living on a two
acre tree shaded lot
with pond. Cozy country
home featuring 3 bedroom, family room, and
rec room. Priced in the
30's and located near
Fisher Price. Owner
financing available to
qualified buyer. Phone
us now 753 1492.

Mowing by Mike. In
For sale or trade I
dustrious teen ager de
bedroom brick, 2 bath, 2
sires lawns to mow.
car garage, 2 acres of
Reasonable and exland or more. 400ft
perienced. Call 753-1866.
west of new 641 'half
way between Murray
Painting Paperhanging
and Benton. Central
Commercial
air,
water
and
heat and
Residential Interior
gas. Extra land MO.
E xterior -Farm
per acre up to 30 acres.
Buildings. 25 years
$48,000. House with
New end used sate experience. Tremon
land. 137-1779.
parts batteries tires Farris 759 1987.
Fresh on the market is
wheel covers Auto Paintingby and general
this attractive 2 bedthe hour or
repair
Accessories.
room frame home on
lob. Experienced. Reresidential
street.
quiet
ferences. Call Mike
Large, private back502-435-4323 or Paul
yard and ideal
901-247 3716.
neighborhood. Offered
Quality painting and
in the upper 520's.
paper hanging. 10 years
KOPPERUD REALTY 1968 Cadillac. Call 753- experience. Also re
9400.
753-1222.
pairs and fix-ups. Call
Half a city away...and a 1973 Triumph TR6 ex- Bud Jenney 247-0337.
$4000.
condition.
cellent
apart
for
whole world
leisurely life. Fruit 753-8635, 753-6669.
trees.. garden 1975 Pinto Runabout.
my
MINIM
workshop for Panasonic stereo with
siding and Aluminum
dad...Large porch for cassette, 3 -way
him for ell houses. It
children to play or you thrusters, also have
stops pointing.
can swing and let the albums and cassettes
world go by. Dial 753- for sale. Must sell
Jack Weyer
1492 this $25,500 home leaving town. Call 753Century 21 Loretta Jobs 4043 after 6p.m.
Realtors.
1976 Chevrolet .Malibu APPLIANCE
Kenmore,
Classic. Automatic, SERVICE
cruise, air, power Westinghouse,
steering-power brakes, Whirlpool. 20 years
AM -FM $1595. 1979 experience. Parts and
Lake Cittage ii Cypress Yamaha 400 XS, 4000 service. Bobby Hopper
Creek Area. New Rest, sew miles, 2 helmets, clean. Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
carpet, deep well, Welsh- $950. Call 753-8463.
4 8 7 2 ,
7 5 3
WaPontiac
Astre
1976
to
ed, is three lets. Priced
753-8886(home).
gon. 1 cylinder, auto$12,000.
sell
matic, great gas mile Appliance repair work
Specialize in
a g e . $ 1 2 5 0 . 1 9 7 0 all brands.
753-5341 or
Call
Tappen.
pickup.
6
Chevrolet
cylinder, good condi- 35.4-6956. Earl Lovett.
Asphalt driveways and
tion. $875. Call 489-2595.
1977 Pontiac Grand parking lots sealed by
esFrix. AM-FM, air, real Sears. For free
timates call 753-2310.
nice car. 753-1348.

n.Muskat

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation. Four car clean up shop.
Sunset Boulevard Music 753-8606.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut S1.753 0113.
Lowry organ like new
for sale. Call 753-2212
after 5p.m.

30. Business Rentals

EXCELLENT
LOCATION

.11

OVERSTOCKED
SALE
I Prices

"Linoleum"
In
Stock

Crass
Furniture

cut throughout the
store on car and home
stereos. Pioneer, Sanyo,
Marrants plus many others.
Layaway now. We service
what we sell.

WORLD OF
SOUND
222S. 12th
753-5865

23. Exterminating

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
FEW Rent
753-4758

5. Lost and Found
Lost: a ladies purse in
Miller or Main St. area.
If found please call
354-8115 collect.

6. Help Wanted
Jobs Overseas Big
money fast. $20,000 to
$50,000 plus per year.
Call 1716-812-6000. Ext.
1705.
MODELS FOR INDUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINT ASSIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2• 58 2 - 55 59.
NEW FACES ALL
AGES FOR TV COMMERCIALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212-582.
9
5
5
5
SINGERS FOR INTERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 212-8692352.
Manager for local established business (non
retail). Business background needed. $10,000.
investment. Action
Personnel 753-6532.
Medical secretary
needed. Send resume
and references to PO
Box 10400. Murray, Ky.
42071.
Respectable lady to live
in with middle age lady.
Room board, salary.
Call 759-1661.

32. Apts. For Rent

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
8ft. Flashing
Ift.
arrow sign. Must sell.
Sacrifice. 502-529-2721.
Electric sign, utility
trailer, massage table,
typewriter, bass boat,
console stereo, new
radial GR 78-15 tires.
753-5281 after 6p.m.
For sale 1 ton electric
hoist. Dill Electric 7539104.
For sale unusual antique pine harvest table,
6 oak chairs, several
wicker baskets. Call
753-7346 after 5p.m.
One 14in. band saw, 1
8in. jointer. Call 7534660 after 5p.m. or see
at 2308 Coldwater Rd.
Smith Corona cartridge
electric typewriter and
desk table new. Ed
Hayes 753-7554.
x

26. TV-Radio

Big screen t.v. with
Zenith remote control.
Also has a Zenith radio
in cabinet. $995. See at
Town and Country
Swimming lessons.
Yamaha. 753-8078.
Please call Pat Hopkins
753-0129.

11. Instruction

27. Mobile Home Sales

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade a 2
wheel trailer Ift. wide x
7ft. long. Call 435-4332.

14. Want to Buy

FOR SALE
Mobile Homes,
owners will finance up
to 7 years with small
down payment at 16
to 17 % interest
rate.

Want to buy fence wire
and posts. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
Want to buy good used
World Book En
cyclopedias. Call 7535843 7a.m. 2p.m. 753Office Hours 8-5
0463 after 5p.m.
Monday Am Friday
Want to buy good used
200 amp. Lincoln or
753-3280
Hobart portable welder.
Call 437-4155.
12x55 Hallmark 2 bedWant to buy 360 or 390 room mobile home. Call
Ford engine in good 489-2118.
shape. 436-2516.

Riveria Courts
Hwy. 641 North

16. Home Furnishings
Frigadaire refrigerator, washer and dryer.
All in good condition.
Call 753-9261.
Maple dining table and
chairs. 753-2422.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Affordable
Housing
Terms Available
One acre shaded lot
with 12 x 60 Mobile
Home 3 miles East of
Murray. Concrete
walk and porch. Large
Storage beNding. Price
and Owner financing
Negotiable. 7533435.

Factory Satr 28. Mobile Home Rentals
and Service
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
500 Maple St. for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
759-4801
Trailers for rent. See
Under Now
Management

19. Farm Equipment
Hi-boys- John Deere,
IH, John Blue, Hahn
firm $2000. Super C IH
with cultivators $1700.
502-845-4002.
Now for Rent. New John
Deere 510 Round Bailer
St per bale. G & Y
Farm Center. Call 7594410.

or Professional Offices or Retail
Business. 2000 sq.
ft. on the Court
Square. Lease for
only $2.10 per sq.
ft. Utility cost very
reasonable. For information call
after 3 p.m. 7539574.

Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom trailer 4
miles South of Murray.
$90. per month, deposit
and references. Call
753-6753.
Two bedroom $90.
month plus deposit.
Also 1 bedroom furnished apartment $85.
month. Water and garbage pickup furnished.
Hwy 121 South. Phone
753-5405 or 136-2876.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Misr St. laws«

asowi

Specializing In Seder Citizens flair Cats $1.00
Shampoo,Shove and Haircut $2.75
Open Nears
Mee., Tees., Wed., There., Fri., Sat.
7:31-2:31- 753-3685

Country living with the
convience of town at
Hamlet North Apts. 2
bedroom town houses,
appliances furnished.
Call 753-7550 or 753-7559.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
2 block from Univers1
/
ity. Open now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex in Northwood.
All appliances furnished. Call 753-0814.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
2 block from Univers1
/
ity. Open now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
For sale brick duplex.
400 S.-6th. Call 247-1459.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apart;
ments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
Nice apartment for rent
close to MSU. No pets.
$125. per month, deposit
required. 753-6564.
Nice small apartment
for rent. See at 1414
Vine. No phone' calls
please.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-1109,
762-6650 or 436-2844.

FOR RENT
Beautiful furnished
apartment for 4 college girls or boys also
1 end 2 bedroom
apartments. Summer
end fall near University. Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108 after
5:30 p.m.

FOR SALE
3 Farms - #1 - 258
acres with tobacco
4
3
barn,tool shed,2/
acres dark ficed
tobacco. $1,123 per
acre. Farm #2- 261
acres - long road
frontage - $969 per
acre. Farm 03, 81
acres, long road
frontage $1,239 per
acre. Most is
prime row crop
land, presently in
wheat. The above
farms may be sold
in smaller tracts,3
miles from Murray. Terms cash or
owner financing on
contract for deed
at F.L.B. rates.
Call Don Pierce or
Frank Crain, Real
Estate Brokers.
502-765-7684 or 3698486 or 369-6158.
For Sale
2950 Acres
Approx. 1,500
acres row crop, 3
houses, 5 barns,
41,000 lb. burley,
some good timber,
long hwy. frontage. $800 pr acre owner- financing
25% with deed,
balance at 11% for
30 years. Located
In Central Ky. Call
Don Pierce or
Frank Crain Real
Estate Broker,
502-765-7684 or 3698486 or 369-6158.

fiefdom & Thomsen
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Coen Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
--

New leasing

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
suits trio
$105.00 per at Handicapped nit. Newly constricted
central heat and air,
carpeted, kitchen appliances. Office Hours Mos.Fri. 910-12:00 Noon.
Northwood Or.
Monde Ky.
582-159-4984
Equal Nosing Opportunity
1, 283 ketone

REDUCED FOR
QUICK SALE
Owner says sell this
bedroom remodeled
home located in Hazel.
Offered now at $14,000.
Excellent investment.
Call Spann Realty Assoc 753 7724.

lo

Nice 1 bedroom fur
nished apartment. S125.
Water furnished. 753
3949.
Three 1 bedroom apartments. 209 Maple St.
Call 753-2411.
Three rooms and bath,
only $100. 1 block from
college. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.
Two apartments an
Poplar near city hall.
$130. and $150. 759-1987.
Two bedroom furnished
and 2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
near downtown. 2 bedroom house on N. 6th.
Lease and deposit required. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.

Strout.
Realty

Office Cello te Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
1•Bobls Soryko Since 1900
1112 CoWywitor tied
Murray, Isntechy 42071
(502) 753-01116
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
licensed kodod
Subdivision developer
has listed for sale ten
vacant lots, price range
$3,500 to $4,000 per lot in
Lynnwood Estates.
Only 2-3 miles southeast
of Murray. Owner will
sell lots ,on attractive
terms. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

33. Roomsfor Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from MSU. 753-1812,
753-6933.

34. Houses for Rent
Five year old 3 bedroom
near Kenlake Resort.
Large kitchen, carpet,
air condition. $195. plus
deposit. Call 442-3877.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Completely furnished,
washer dryer included.
7531964 after 5p.m.
Deposit required.
Three bedroom house 5
miles South of Murray.
$125. month, deposit and
references required.
Call 753-6753.
Three bedroom house
401 S. 11th St. Gas heat,
air condition, carpeted,
stove and refrigerator.
Family only. No pets.
Phone 753-2835.
Two bedroom house.
Central air with heat
pump, fully carpeted, 5
miles out on 94 east.
$250. per month plus
deposit. Call 753-0858
before 12:00 noon or
753 8943 after 4p.m.

38. Pets Supplies
All Registered Rat
terriers, wire haired
Fox -terriers, Australian blue heeler. 7539839.
Doberman pups red and
rust, black and rust.
901-361-3115, after 6p.m.
901-364-3257.
Siamese 'kittens for
sale. 759-9728.

Commercial property in Coldwater, has
several
possibilities, service station,
grocery store,
clean-up shop and
others. Call us today at 753-4000.

43. Real Estate

Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
Three bedroom brick
only 4 years old. Large
lot with chain-link fenced yard. Two car
garage. Thermopane
windows, extra bath,
heat pump, automatic
garage door opener.
Owner transferred,
priced realistically at
$53,500. KOPPERUD
REALTY -753-1222.

45. Farmsfor Sale
Two adjoining farms 40
acres on one, 37 acres
on the other. Complete
blacktop road frontage,
tobacco bases. Located
on Shoemaker Road
between Providence
and New Concord.
Priced under $650. per
acre. 436-2590.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
4 bedroom, 2 baths,
wooded lot. City school,
2100sq. ft. living area. 2
car garage. Excellent
condition and
neighborhood. 753-9732.
For sale by owner brick
house, 3 large bedrooms, large living
room, kitchen and dining room combination, 1
bath another bath not
completed, utility room,
large den, carport,
patio, central heat and
air, and a stove chimney. 3 large lots.with big
new barn on number 2
lot, garden on number 3
lot. Lynn Grove for sale
sign in yard. Nice.
759-4702.

753-1222
HOrnes met usnnic.

11111111.1111111

Unusual combination of attractive
residence plus adjoining commercial building
suitable for many
types of retail
businesses. Located
two miles east of
Murray on main
highway to Kentucky Lake. KOPPERUD REALTY 753-1222.
MOBILE HOMES
Double wide with 3 lots
completely re-modeled,
441 miles from Kentucky
Lake $23,500. 12x65 3
bedroom, 2 bath, newly'
decoratea with owner
financing $6500. 12x411 2
bedroom, 1 bath in good
condition $3600. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724.

Hwy 1 21 Smith
Murray, Ky.

7534500

For Sole
2
/
Small house end 11
acres includes shed.
Asking $12,000. Call
753-7364 after 5:30
p.m. Country setting,
city eddy's:.

Ky. Lake Home- 2000sq.
ft. beauty. 3 years new,
3 bedroom, 3 bath, big
room, 2 fireplaces.
Luxury thru out,
prestige area on 1 acre.
25 miles from Murray.
Sacrifice for $68,000
good terms. Call 901-6427212.
Nice hide-away furnished house on 2 lots
near lake. Listen to the
birds sing and watch the
deer from the sundecks.
520,000. 759 1014, 7599577, 753-2649.

FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumbing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 171
2359, nights 174-2276.

49. Used Cars

For Sale
Eder

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac
753-5315

Three bedroom house
has attached furnished
apartment. Carpeted,
central gas heat, air
conditioned, TVA insulation, large lot,
storage building. Call
753-3949.
Two bedroom house 3.6
acres. 10 miles East.
$195. Coleman Real
Estate 759-9898.
Two bedroom, frame
house, with large living
room,,.‘lining room ad
kitchen'. Block and iftlf
from University campus,
wonderful neighborhood. Price in middle
20's. 1625 W. Olive
Phone: 753-3741 or 5273675.

47. Motorcycles

46. Homesfor Sale
ARC Registered
labador lietreiver puppies. Yellow or black.
Field champion blood
lines. Both parents
available tor viewing.
153-1194 or 153-0414.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

53. Services Offered

1975 250 XL Honda very
good condition. Call
436-5830 after 5p.m.
1977 Yamaha 360. 5000
miles, excellent condition. 753-2477.
1979 Honda ATC-110
3-wheeler. Good condition. $500. Team
Murray motorcross
bicycle. Good condition.
$50. 753-7292.
1980 Suzuki 850 dressed.
AM-FM stereo, 5200
miles, excellent condition. 753-2708 after
5p.m.
1980 Yamaha 850
Special. Fully dressed,
AM -FM stereo tape
deck. Extra nice. $2650.
Call 247-0402 or 247-8212.

48. Auto Services
Automotive Repair.
Major and minor Gobo
Garage. Gob, Ky. 3452046.
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune-up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors. 435-4272.

1980 Cutlass Supreme
Broughmn. 30,000
miles, 2 door. Excellent
condition. 753-1816.

50. Used Trucks
1975 Model International 4-wheel drive 3
4 ton. Call 492-8666
1
/
7a.m. until 6p.m.
1975 Ford pickup. Good
condition. 5850. 753-5121.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.
!RIDEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127

51. Campers

CARPET CLEANING,
1972 Camper 19ft. self Free Estimates.
contained, air con- Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick ditioned. 759-4620.
D ry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Carpet Cleaning
14ft. boat with Mercury Lee's
753-5827.
motor and trailer. Good
Campbell's Tree Sercondition. 762-4788.
vice. Topping, trimming, removing. Full
insurance. OH 1-527AIR CONDITIONERS 0918.
and appliances serviced. Freezers, Chimney Sweeping
washers, dryers, and Service. Do it now
refrigerators. All before you need your
chimney. Later we will
brands. 759-1322.
have a working list. Call
K & K STUMP REMO- 435-4348 or 762-4792.
VAL. Do you need
block, brick.
stumps removed from Concrete,
experience. No
your yard or land 21 years
large or small.
cleared of stumps? We job- to
estimates. Call
can remove stumps up Free
to 24 inches below the 753-5476.
ground, leaving only Custom cabinets at
sawdust and chips. Call discount prices and
for free estimates. Bob total carpentry service.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Call 753-9608.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Local college students
Whim Service Cs.
will do household
Aaiun all visyl sidieg,
chores, (yards, windows, painting, rugs, custne -rho work.
etc.), run errands in
Mortices. Call Will El
Murray. 3.35 hr. Sr.
153-1108.
Citizens discounts. Jeff
or Sharon Blodgett,
759-1364.
MITCHELL Guttering by Sears.
BLACK TOPPING - Sears continuous gutCommercial, Indust- ters installed for your
rial, Residential, also specifications. Call
Patching and Seal Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Coating. Phone 753-1537.

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

J.C. 8, C.
Sheeting
De you have a tobecco
or dairy barn in need
of repair? Now would
be the time to give us
a coll.
We put on or repair
galvanized and
aluminum roofs end
siding.

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 03 29
(Home)
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
(spring special) complete cleaning on air
conditioners. 436-5536.
Warranted cheap dirt,
sand, etc. For fill. Call
759-1510 after 4p.m.
We will sell you a used
air conditioner or repair
yours. We also buy used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9101.
Will do all types of
house painting and
trim. LOW PRICES.
Free estimate. Call
753-0819.

Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax herd wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
k

753-3317

Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
753-3534.
Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws.
753-4456.
Word Processing Ser
vice. Complete typing
service, mailing list,
lables, direct mail advertising, includes fold
ing, stuffing, postage
meter service. Call
753-0500,759-4640.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion? Loco
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-17180
753-8076.

56. Free Column
Free puppies. Part
Beagle, 5 females and 2
mates. 753-5671 before
5p.m.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/7534352

Murray
Aluminum
Police Dept.
CHIMNEY
Service
753-1621
SWEEPING
Co.
SERVICE
Emergencies
Clean it now.
911
Aleminirm and Vinyl
Later you may
Castes trim
Siam,
have to wait. 435Calloway
work. References.
4348 or 762Cell WM Ed Bailey,
County
4792.
753-0689.
Sheriff
\ 753-3151 \
RANDY
TNORNTON
REAM AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
Tio corvisr doctor for solos
end service in Norm sod
Calloway Covey 102
Chestnut

753-8181

Poison
Control
753-7588

Police
911

CZ>
Quality Service
Company
Nesting sod -Air Conditioning Soles; Soles
end Service. Modern
Sheet Met& .1 Service
Deportment:

753-9290

Omar
ASTRA mum
CABINETS IL CUSTOM
VINISSWORMINI
*KOMI BORT FIM1111111111
411161011 INNLT KRUM
CASSIUS

7534940
1212 MAIN

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 Sow*
Murray, Ky.
New. and Used Ante
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
We Accessories.

753-5500
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OBITUARIES
J.P. Futrell
dies; rites
Wednesday

Mrs. Lilly's
brother dies

James Paul Futrell, 70,
Princeton, died today at
410 a.m. at Salem Nursing Home. He was a
retired farmer.
Born Dec. 17, 1911, in
Trigg County, he was the
son of the late Phil
Futrell and Lilly Jones
Futrell.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Laura Morrison and Mrs. Pearl
Shaer, Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Mrs. Olive Flood, Rt. 3;
two brothers, Connie
Futrell, East Peoria, Ill.,
and Hopson Futrell,
Hammond,Ind.
Also surviving are
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. Otis Jones will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Pleasant Hill Cemetery
in Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
Tuesday.

Miss Skinner
dies; rites
on Tuesday
Miss Onnie Skinner, 91,
403 South 16th St., died
Sunday at 12:01 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Murray woman
was a retired teacher of
English,at Murray State
University. She
graduated from Ward's
Conservatory, Nashville,
and with honors from
Union University.
Miss Skinner was a
member of First Baptist
Church. Born Sept. 26,
1890, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Rev. James Edward Skinner and Susan
Emily Miller Skinner.
She is survived by two
sisters, Miss Marie Skinner, 403 South 16th St.,
and Mrs. Lyn (Annie)
Claybrook, Memphis; a
brother, Edward Miller
Skinner, Beaver Dam.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Members of the
Euzelian and Bethany
Sunday School Classes of
First Baptist Church will
serve as honorary
groups.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Cleo Bucy's
rites Sunday
Services for Cleo Bucy
were Sunday at 3 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church. The
Rev. John Churchwell officiated.
Music was by the
Church Choir with Frank
Coles as leader, Karen
Coles as pianist and
Sharon Myatt as
organist.
Pallbearers were
Dwayne Bucy, Don Bucy,
Howard Bucy, Ken Bucy,
Jimmy Parham and Don
Smith.
Burial was in Hazel
Cemetery with arrangements by the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mr. Bucy, 69, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died Friday at 8:20
a.m. in Intensive Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Pauline; mother,
Mrs. Maude Bucy; two
daughters, Mrs. Charles
Nesbitt and Mrs. Brad
Hanson; sister, Mrs.
Harry Sloman; three
brothers, Jimmy,Hawley
and C.A. Bucy; three
grandchildren.
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Egstrom rites planned
Mrs. Hughes' Mork
Memorial services for
discharged from the
Mark Oliver Egstrom United States Army.
services
will be conducted at a Born June 25, 1958, in
later date.
in chapel
Gary,Ind., he was the son
His body was
been

Arnold Ku.mmer, 66,
retired farmer of
Franklin, Ky., died Sunday at 7 a.m. at Parkview
Hospital, Nashville. His
death followed an extended illness.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Rebecca Kummer; two sisters, Mrs.
G.T. (Lucy) Lilly, 500
South 16th St., Murray,
and Mrs. Robert E.
Mahe, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; a brother, Romea
Kummer,Franklin.
Also surviving are five
nieces, one nephew and
one great-nephew.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at
First Baptist Church,
Franklin. Burial will
follow in Greenlawn
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at
Booker Funeral Home,
Franklin.

Bradley rites
conducted
Graveside services for
Gaylen Bradley were
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. athe
Conyersville Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
McEvoy Funeral Home
of Paris, Tenn., was in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Bradley,86, retired
farmer, died Saturday at
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris.
He is survived by a
sister, Mrs. Sue Darby,
Bowling Green; two
brothers, Miles Bradley
of Stevensville, Tenn.,
and Harry Bradley of
Puryear, Tenn.

Mrs. Hall dies
at Centerville
Services for Mrs.
Margie Delanie Melton
Hall were Sunday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of
Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Home, Camden, Tenn.
Burial was in Flatwoods
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Hall, 62, former
employe of Carter Shoe
Factory, Nashville, died
Friday at Centerville
Health Care Center,
Centerville, Tenn.
Survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Edna Sue
Pollock, Centerville; four
sons, James Simmons,
Charles Simmons and
Kenneth Simmons, all of
Memphis, and Robert E.
Melton of Franklin,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Ruby King of Murray.

The funeral for Mrs.
Tellie Valarab Ezell
Hughes was today at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Bob Dotson and the Rev. Roy E.
Rabatin officiated. Gus
Robertson, Jr., was
soloist and Mrs. Oneida
White was organist.
Pallbearers were Dorris Ezell, Bob Peskuski,
Clay Smith, J.D. Roberts,
A.B. Rhea and Bob Hays.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Hughes, 87, died
Friday at 6:35 p.m. at her
home, 1636 Farmer Ave.
She was married Dec. 7,
1913, to Alford Lee
Hughes who died Oct. 27,
1971.
She was a member of
Kirksey United Methodist
Church. Born Feb. 15,
1895, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Zach Porter Ezell
and Paris Langston
Ezell.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Cleve
(Lura) Cox, I 9dependence, Va., Miss
Martha L. Hughes, Murray, and Miss Sue
Hughes, Louisville; three
sons, H.L. Hughes, Norfolk, Va., Joseph E.
Hughes, Hopkinsville,
and Dr. Donald Hughes,
Murray.
Also surviving are
seven grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren.

cremated
and the remains.will be
interred at Memorial
Gardens, Palmdale,
Calif.
Mr. Egstrom, 25,
Momence, Ill., was killed
Friday at the home of his
brother, Larry Egstrom,
Irvin Cobb Road, Murray.
The deceased had just

of Clair Egstrom and
Eloise Sjoerdinga
Egstrom.

Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clair Egstrom,
Momence, Ill., and
several other relatives.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements.

Porter Farley, 79, 1851
Ryan Ave., died Sunday
at 1:35 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The Murray man, a
retired barber, was a
member of Locust Grove
Baptist Church. His wife,
Mrs. Clorene Farley, died
Feb.9, 1982.
Born June 8, 1903, in
Calloway County, he was
the daughter of the late
Guy Farley and Ada
Blakley Farley.
He is survived by two
daughters, Miss Linda

Kay Farley, Murray, and
Mrs. Dewey (Vivian)
Outen, Southfield, Mich.;
two grandchildren, Nancy and David Outen.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jack Jones and the Rev.
Harold Lassiter will. officiate. Ms. Sharon
Pierceall will be organist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE

New larger size—
inflates to 40"around,
and made of extra
-heavy vinyl in patriotic red, white and
blue. Hurry—supply
limited. #68-1054

.
MasterCard

Buy Our Color Computer for
Work and Play— 25% Off!
TRS-80('" 4K Color Computer by Radio Shack

Save
$100

Only at Participating
Stores and Dealers
am xmi

Save $10 on Our Popular
FM/AM
Headphone
Radio
By Tandy®
Listen While
You Walk,
Jog, Do
Yardwork —
Even
Follow the
Play-by-Plao.
At the
Ballpark!

• Play Action-Packed Games
• Organize Your Finances
• Vivid Color Graphics
• Exciting Sound Effects
• Attaches Easily to Any TV
Reg. 399.004
Start computing at big savings! Just pop in an instantloading .Program Pale" for video games, to set up a budget,
or to aid in your child's education. Learn to program, too!
Add more memory, a printer, Joysticksfor added fun from
games, or telephone communications to other computers.
Hurry! #26-3001

Enjoy your favorite stations anywhere—with
hands-free convenience! Padded earcushions
seal out noise, seal in rich, dual-speaker sound.
Lighweight for hours of comfortable listening.
Side-mounted controls. Antenna won't get in
the way—it's hidden in the headband. #12-186

Solenoid-Operated
Cassette Deck Cut 330
SCT-23 by Realistic®

Indoor/Outdoor Hi-Fi
Speaker System
Micro-Minisette®
by Realistic

MC-900 by Realistic

43% Off

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tysse Ave., Paris, TN

eg.69.95 Each

901-644-1003
Electronic controls and solenoids for
smooth, precise tape handling. Dolby*
noise reduction for improved recordings. Variable bias and selector for
metal, Cr02 and normal tape formulas.
Peak-hold fluorescent level meter.
#14-623
•TM Dolby Laboratories, Inc

A "talking notepad"! Records two
hours at long-play speed, one
hour at normal. Capstan drive for
low wow and flutter. Built-in mike,
Cue/Review, Auto-Level. #14-817
Batteries extra

Dual-Port Design for Great Bass!
Perfect for patio, poolside or yard!
Omnidirectional-360° sound. 8"
driver with whizzer cone. Weatherresistant polypropylene enclosure.
Hurry—save $30. #40-1258
•

CB With Channel 9/19 Priority
TRC-422A by Realistic

Tell him so with a gift
from John Deere

N. ILO
77$1114

11_

pvier
Lawn Tracto
Model 1011 - $1879 Vohs
New Oily

1

495°°

MURRAY

RENTAL SALES
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Murrayan's
father dies
The funeral for
Beckham Fortenbery
was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of BarnettStrothers Funeral Home,
Madisonville. Burial was
in Forrest Lawn
Cemetery there.
Mr. Fortenbery, 81,
died Friday at 1:40 p.m.
at Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruby
Fortenbery; three sons,
Justice Fortenbery of
Murray, Donald K.
Fortenbery of
Lewistown, Mont., and
Tom Fortenbery of
Rosedale,Ind.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Jewel
Taylor of Parkville, Ind.,
and Mrs. Mola Conner of
Seebree; 10 grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

•

Porter Farley dies Sunday

Save$50
95
119.95
Why drive "alone"? Have instant access to
Emergency Ch. 9 and Highway Info Ch. 19.
LED channel readout, lighted S/RF meter.
With mounting hardware
#21-1503

LCD Quartz Mini Calculator
With 3-Key
Chrono Sport
Memory
Wristwatch
By PAlcronta*

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Reco

Save$40

99

95 139.95
For active music lovers!
Records "live" or off-the-air.
Stereo-Wide'adds realism.
AC/battery operation.
14-805

grlio95;tas

Ideal for dads and grads!
Displays time, month/
;We,or lap,and total
time in stopwatch mode.
Backlighted display.
.Withbattery. 063-5007

Credit card-sized, yet
with percent and
square root keys,8digit LCD display. With
long-life batteries,case.
#65-679

Batteries extra

Remote Control Timer
Plug 'n Power•by

Radio Shack

EC-272 by Radio Shack

Cut
10%
1795
•ra

rder

SCR-2 by Realistic

By Realistic

4111°71
"

Half
Price
60 Mm.

Save04
.... 1499120 49e9.9
6
Control lights and applian
ces,
even when you're out!
Wireless
—sends on/off signals to up to
8 modules (extra).081-2629

90 Min.

.2279
2
199

for

Reg. 1.99 Ea.

Rog.2.79 Ea.

Formulated for higi
put, low noise. Stdek outno limi #44-802/803up—

Check Your Phone Book for the Bodo MeekStore or Dealer Nearest You
A OMSK* Of TANDY 0001PORAT00N

MOCKS MAY PAM AT MINVIDUAL STONES AND DEALENS

14.11

• t:

.

